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Jiangsu Washen Fastener Manufacture Co., Ltd.
http://www.weidun.chinafastener.com/

STRUCTURAL BLIND FASTENERS MANUFACTURER

There's no best but better
Interview with Mr. Chen Xiaohua, General Manager of Washen

Jiangsu Washen Fastener Manufacture Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “Washen”) was established in 2010. Washen is young to some of
our customers, while we are responsible and professional as well. From structural rivets to bespoke blind rivets, we aim to provide high-quality
and production process.
The world is full of uncertainties, the COVID-19 has changed the world and side effect will last long for the years to come, “The Only
Constant in Life Is Change”. Yes. this sentence has encouraged all of Washen/Rivmate People to dedicate more to our tasks for more cost-

Coming through 2020’s gloomy time, Washen had achieved over 30% increase in sales of 2021. You will reap what you sow. It is true. In

We see some new opportunities but meanwhile
confronting challenges too. At present, sustainable energy
draws to people’s attention. Our structural rivets are
gradually applied in Solar industry and Electronic Vehicles.
We faced global energy crisis and such a fluctuate raw
material costs in 2021, which are still rising up. while there
are always more solutions than the problems, so let us make
a better future together with our team and our devoted

096 ChinaFastener Magazine
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Heibei Weidun Fastener Technology Co., Ltd

http://www.weidun.chinafastener.com/

After the storm, the development of Weidun will be stronger
Interview with Mr. Li Qianlong, General Manager of Hebei Weidun

H

ebei Weidun Fastener Technology Co., Ltd. (hereinafter

etc.) for proof of force

referred to as "Weidun") was founded in 2002, covering

majeure;

an area of more than 7,000 square meters. It is a large-

6.Timely understand
the entry management

various standards of smooth hexagon bolts, nuts and supporting

measures and flight

products. It can also produce non standard bolts, nuts and supporting

changes of overseas

products according to customers' requirements. The products are

exhibition countries.

widely used in infrastructure, bridges, mechanical equipment and other
high-tech industries. Annual output is about 6,500 tons.

In the case that foreign businessmen are unable to come to China
and manufacturers are unable to participate in overseas exhibitions,

Weidun strives for business with integrity and survival by quality.

Mr. Li said "in the future, online exhibitions may develop into a big

It has advanced automatic cold heading machinery and equipment,

trend. I'm very optimistic about the development of online exhibitions.

strong technical force, complete product specifications and perfect

Compared with offline exhibitions, online exhibitions have faster

detection devices. Due to reasonable price, reliable quality and timely

promotion speed, wider range, longer transmission time, lower cost,

delivery, Weidun products are thought highly of by customers at home

and more suitable for enterprises. Of course, online exhibitions also

and abroad. After more than ten years of hard work, the development

have disadvantages, such as poor pertinence and low transaction rate.

of Weidun has stepped onto a new level, with breakthroughs every

Each has its own advantages, and it will be better if they can cooperate

year.

with each other. "

been affected to a certain extent," Mr. Li said. To this end, Weidun

there are considerable risks in the operation and follow-up decision-

took measures to adjust the production plan, follow up manufacturing,

making of enterprises. In response to the uncertainty in economic

Mr. Li pointed out that in the face of the tense economic situation,

fully catch up with the production progress, innovate service mode,
of enterprises are closely related to the interests of employees. The
key to the survival and development of enterprises is team. Secondly,

support to cope with the huge challenge.

executive power is the vitality of enterprises. When enterprises
In addition, Weidun also deals with overseas orders in the

are in adversity, time, speed and efficiency become the key to
implementation. The most important thing is the strength and strategy

following ways:
1. Sort out the progress of existing contracts and orders;

of the enterprise itself. Make use of the advantages and characteristics

2. Communicate with upstream suppliers timely to ensure the

of the enterprise itself, grasp and adjust the strategy of the enterprise.

supply of raw materials. If circumstances occur, there are alternative
In the face of adversity, anti risk ability is crucial. When talking

plans;
3. Take initiative to communicate with customers and inform them

about how to improve the anti risk ability of enterprises, Mr. Li said

of the situation;
4. Pay attention to the

098 ChinaFastener Magazine

international freight logistics

to increase the income and reduce unnecessary expenditure. Thirdly,

situation;

improve anti risk ability of enterprises through insurance. Most

5 . A p p l y t o t h e o ff i c i a l

importantly, we should improve the ability and competitiveness. After

(CCPIT or bureau of Commerce,

the storm, the rainbow will appear. Weidun, who has experienced the
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Close To Suppliers
Fixdex Industrial (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.

CFM

Look for new channels and opportunities, keep up with the pace of the times
and cope with changes
Interview with Ms. Ma Chunxia, General Manager of FIXDEX Fastening Technology Co., Ltd

FIXDEX Fastening Technology Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred
to as "FIXDEX"), established in 2013, is a high-tech enterprise
integrating R & D, production and sales. It is one of the largest anchors
and threaded rods manufacturers in China, with a monthly output of
20 million sets for the anchors and 15,000 tons for the threaded rods.
The plant covers an area
of 300,000 square meters,
of which the second phase
covers an area of 270,000
square meters put into
operation in April 2020.
ChinaFastener
interview with Ms. Ma
Chunxia, General Manager
of FIXDEX to explore
the secret of its rapid
development.
Ms. Ma said "since establishment, FIXDEX has always adhered
to the business philosophy of meeting customer needs and enhancing
customer value. With the purpose of durable and safe products, perfect
and warm service, FIXDEX has been able to stand out in the fierce
competition and develop steadily and rapidly in the face of a great
many challenges."
FIXDEX owns a perfect and rigorous management system,
including R & D department, sales department, marketing department,
administration department, HR department, finance department,
production department, legal department, after-sales service
department, etc. It has a professional technology R & D and production
management team. At present, FIXDEX has more than 150 employees.
It is one of the large-scale enterprises in China fastener industry.
FIXDEX owns advanced production equipment, including 25 sets
of multi-station high-speed cold upsetting machines, 10 sets of Taiwan
Jiancai high-speed wire rolling machines, 12 sets of Zhejiang Huayu
wire rolling machines, and more than 20sets of punch, lathe and
milling machines. FIXDEX has built 10 production lines with the most
the products.
Product quality of FIXDEX has reached international leading
and an ICC certified factory in the United States. Its products have
100 ChinaFastener Magazine

manufacturer of many international brands. At the same time, FIXDEX
participated in the compilation of the new national standard for anchor
bolts, and passed the is09001:2008 quality system certification, ISO
14001:2015 environmental management system certification, and
OHSMS 18001:2007 occupational health and safety management
has a quality inspection
laboratory with complete
facilities, and all anchor
bolts produced by FIXDEX
have passed the inspection
Construction Engineering
Quality Supervision and
Inspection Cente and
Material Testing Center. To
choose FIXDEX is to choose
products that are solid,
durable and safe.
FIXDEX’s products have been successfully applied in hundreds of
many provincial capitals in China. The quality of product and technical
services have been highly praised by a great many customers. Products
have been exported to Europe, America, Japan, Southeast Asia and
other countries.
Impacted by Covid-19, continuous increase of raw materials
and the sharp rise in freight rates, FIXDEX faces greater challenges.
However, in the face of challenges, FIXDEX choses to face them, and
seek new channels and opportunities. For example, while maintaining
its existing customers, FIXDEX also developes online channels.
FIXDEX actively participated in the One-on-One Purchase Meeting
held by www.chinafastener.com to communicate with international
buyers online and has accumulated some international buyers.
"Even though there are
as long as we adhere to the
company's business philosophy,
strive to keep up with the pace of
the times, and actively respond
to changes, we believe that the
development of FIXDEX will be
better and better," Ms. Ma said.
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Grasp the core of development,
Huazhi, forge ahead in the waves

with sound environment and convenient transportation. Products
include: Hexagon bolt, nut, wind power bolt, steel structure bolt, tower
crane bolt and non-standard bolt, etc. It can be produced according
Australian standard, Japanese standard, national standard
and ISO standard, etc. With new production equipment and
advanced testing instruments, annual sales volume is more
than 200 million yuan and annual output is about 25000
tons.

constantly explores new processes, improves production
facilities, strictly controls product quality. In order to
implements the ISO9001 & IATF16949 quality system
standards. Every process is equipped with QA engineers and perfect
testing equipment so as to effectively control the production process.

products, ensuring timely delivery and providing perfect aftersales

with many well-known enterprises at home and abroad. Products have
been exported to Southeast Asia, the Middle East and other markets.
With the increasing complexity of the external environment and
the call for the transformation and upgrading of fastener products,
coexist. While insisting that quality is the lifeblood of development,
is committed to building international famous brands. Relying on
fastener enjoys a high reputation in the industry.
Grasping the core of development and following the trend,

102 ChinaFastener Magazine

Zhenhai Huazhi High Intensity Fastener Manufacture CO., Ltd.
http://www.huazhi.chinafastener.com/
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Chinese News

ChinaFastener.com wholly
acquired Shanghai Shangsou
Exhibition Co., Ltd

Compiled by Fanty Fan
Editor of Chinafastener Magazine
www.chinafastener.com

continue to participate next year.
From 2010 to 2021, Fastener Expo Shanghai
has continuously refreshed its history and

On August 30, 2021, ChinaFastener.com

gained the honorary title of one of the three

announced that it wholly acquired Shanghai

major professional fastener exhibitions in the

Shangsou Exhibition Co., Ltd., which means

world in 12 years.

that Fastener Expo Shanghai has once again
become a professional exhibition 100%
owned and operated by Chinese people. Mr.
Yang Junfeng, founder of ChinaFastener.com,
served as the legal representative of Shanghai
Shangsou Exhibition Co., Ltd. and the chairman
and general manager.
Fastener Expo Shanghai 2021, held in the

In the next few years, Fastener Expo Shanghai
will increase market promotion and professional

from June 2 to 4, was thought highly of

audience invitation, not only on a large scale,

by exhibitors and visitors. More than 460

but also with good results. "The 13th edition

exhibitors participated and 7,800 people came

of Fastener Expo Shanghai" will be held in the

to visit. 98.7% of the audience said they would

104 ChinaFastener Magazine

from June 8 to 10, 2022.

Compiled by Fanty Fan
Editor of Chinafastener Magazine
www.chinafastener.com

in the construction of high-speed railway

Chinese News

of Fuao Auto Parts Co., Ltd. stated that the
auto fasteners project with an annual output of
70,000 tons with an investment of 1.1 billion

fastener products are widely used in railway,
construction, aerospace, engineering machinery,
automobile, ship and other industries.
an area of 126,500 square meters, it has not

Qifeng Precision plans to apply
for listing on the Beijing Stock
Exchange at a reserve price of
5.5 yuan per share

only 4 plants, 2 office buildings including R

On December 2, 2021, Qifeng Precision, a

treatment production lines moved from the

new third board company, announced that the

original factory. In this way, the new plant

& D center, 1 substation and other ancillary
facilities, but also 8 heat treatment production
lines, 6 surface treatment production lines, 7
heat treatment production lines and 7 surface

has 15 heat treatment production lines and 13
Stock Exchange and plans to publicly issue

surface treatment production lines respectively.

no more than 20 million shares to unspecified

With the newly purchased automatic pickling
line and more than 80 cold processing

allotment option) or no more than 23 million

equipment, the annual production capacity of

shares (under the condition of fully exercising

automobile fasteners of the whole project can

the over allotment option of this stock issuance),

reach 70,000 tons. At present, except for the

and the issuance reserve price is proposed to be

installation of automatic pickling line, other

5.5 yuan / share.

equipment has been put into production.

After deducting the issuance expenses, the
raised funds will be used for aerospace and rail
transit precision parts technical transformation
project with an annual output of 870,000,
aerospace fasteners technical transformation
project with an annual output of 7.5 million,
high-speed railway threaded spike technical
transformation project with an annual output of
3.5 million and marketing network construction
project.
an enterprise that mainly produces supporting
Qifeng Precision, located in Haiyan County,

wheel bolts, locking bolts, cylinder head bolts,

Jiaxing City, Zhejiang Province, was listed on

connecting rod bolts, U-shaped bolts, welding

January 30, 2019. Under the guidance of open

bolts and other fasteners, standard parts and

source securities, Qifeng Precision passed the

non-standard special-shaped parts for heavy-

listing guidance and acceptance of Zhejiang
duty vehicles and car manufacturers. It is also
the supplier of FAW Volkswagen Shanghai

company on September 23, 2021. Qifeng
Precision is mainly engaged in the R & D,
production and sales of fasteners and hardware.
It is learnt that Qifeng Precision started with the

Fuao auto fastener project with
an annual output of 70000 tons
was put into operation

Volkswagen, Great Wall Motor, FAW car and
other domestic well-known enterprises.
After the new factory is completed and put

R & D and production of high-speed railway

into operation, the annual sales revenue of

threaded spikes. Its products are widely used

the enterprise can increase from the previous
ChinaFastener Magazine 105
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700 million yuan to 1.4 billion yuan, with an

Compiled by Fanty Fan
Editor of Chinafastener Magazine
www.chinafastener.com

billion level alloy material industry cluster, a
fastener industry of more than 10 billion level is

payment of 90 million yuan.

accelerating its agglomeration and development.

In January 2018, the first batch of 21 fastener
enterprises signed a contract to settle in the
Park. Since then, a number of enterprises
in Yangdong District. So far, 116 fastener
enterprises have signed contracts and settled
down. At present, 31 enterprises have been put
into operation, and 15 will be completed and
put into operation before the end of 2021. " Mr.
Qu Yehui said that at the end of 2021, fastener
enterprises in the park will usher in a small
peak of production, and the fastener industry in
Yangdong will begin to take shape.
It is learnt that the 116 enterprises transferred
mainly engaged in wire drawing products,
screws and nuts, mechanical equipment,
numerical control equipment, molds and
heat treatment. The trend of cluster chain has
emerged. After being put into operation, the
annual output value of fastener industry in the
park will exceed 10 billion yuan.
"Many fastener enterprises in the park are
our regular customers. After the transfer,
some new customers also came to us." Mr. Li
Material Company said that the development

116 fastener enterprises
transferred and settled
In just three years, more than 100 enterprises
engaged in fastener production and supporting
services have transferred to Zhuhai (Yangjiang
Wanxiang) Industrial Transfer Industrial Park.
As an important industry in Yangjiang's 100
106 ChinaFastener Magazine
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Chinese News

average time of tax rebate to less than 6 working

and western regions and the northeast to jointly

days, and temporarily exempt the domestic

build a national processing trade Industrial

sales tax of processing trade enterprises from

Park. Cultivate and identify a new batch of

deferred tax interest until the end of 2022.

processing trade gradient transfer undertaking
and demonstration sites. Cultivate a number of

insurance and claim settlement, and strengthen

trade double circulation enterprises. Support
export enterprises of labor-intensive products

micro foreign trade enterprises and the risk of

by means of compliance, and support local

cancellation of orders before shipment. We will
strengthen export credit support and focus on

regular monitoring mechanism for employment

alleviating the financing difficulties and high

exchange rate basically stable at a reasonable
and balanced level, improve the exchange rate
hedging awareness and ability of foreign trade
enterprises, and actively and steadily promote

Increase the number of cross-border e-commerce
number of offshore trade center cities (regions).
Promote the high-quality development of
overseas warehouses. Encourage financial
institutions to increase their support for the
construction of service trade innovation and
development and overseas warehouses. To better

retail imported goods, expand import categories.
Ease the pressure of international logistics and
other foreign trade supply chains. Encourage
foreign trade enterprises to sign long-term
agreements with shipping enterprises, and

Ministry of Commerce: foreign
trade stabilization measures

trade enterprises to connect with shipping
enterprises directly. Strengthen supervision in

At the regular policy briefing of the State
Council held by the State Council Information

call for joint unimpeded international logistics

Office on December 30, 2021, Mr. Ren

on multilateral and bilateral occasions. We will

Hongbin, Vice Minister of Commerce, stated

do a good job in the import of bulk commodities
and actively ensure the domestic supply of

and measures were put forward from four

bulk commodities. Actively carry out trade

aspects.

adjustment assistance, and further improve the

support. We will continue to speed up the

Support key industries and enterprises. Deepen

progress of export tax rebate, reducing the

the cooperation between the East, the central
ChinaFastener Magazine 107
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provincial special alloy materials. The business

the advantages of equipment manufacturing

model is transforming to "intelligent production

industry and regional transportation, grabs

+ e-commerce", which means to vigorously

the three-year action plan for the cluster

promote the "machine replacement", build an

development of automobile industry chain

e-commerce storage center for fasteners in East

in Hebei Province. It accurately attracts

China, and continuously expand the sales share

investment, and successively introduces Hebei

of e-commerce.

Yuwei Co., Ltd. (wheel lightweight) and Xinfu

"Small bolt" supports the great
industry of China

Special Vehicle Project (body lightweight), and
strives to build an automobile parts industry
cluster in central and Southern Hebei.

Qindong Town (Jiangsu), known as stainless
steel town, in recent year, has always adhered

Hebei Yuwei produces high-strength lightweight

to the principle of "strengthening industry,

wheel. The overall wheel tensile strength is
1,200Mpa, which is 2.5 times higher than that

benefit the people". With good economic

of ordinary wheels. The overall wheel weight

development momentum and full of vitality,

is 28 kg, 35% lighter than ordinary lightweight
wheels. The static stiffness test can withstand
the pressure of 2.5MPa, which is 20% higher

than 3500 private enterprises and individual

than the traditional lightweight wheel. The

industrial households engage in stainless steel

high-strength plastic ratio of the whole wheel

product manufacturing. The products cover 14

prolongs the service life of the tire by more than

categories and more than 20,000 varieties, with

15%. It can save fuel by 6%; The net income of

nearly 20,000 employees. More than 3,000 sales

single vehicle increased by more than 10%. The

channels have been set up in large and medium-

service life of the wheel is extended by more
than 20%.

caliber industrial invoice sales reached 6 billion

Guided by the principles of promoting the "three
transformations" and cultivating a highland for
the development of manufacturing industry. The
products are transforming to metal components
and complete sets of equipment. The market
shares of complete sets of equipment such
as pressure vessels, food canning and

Mr. Fu Yi said that Handan Jinan new area has

environmental protection, are increasing.

a good business environment and a high level

The transformation of parts manufacturing

of industrial agglomeration. In particular, it

enterprises to the manufacturing of key

is striving to build special vehicle and parts

components in key industries and transformation

industry cluster in central and Southern Hebei,

of materials to special alloy materials are

which has attracted the relocation and transfer

accelerating. Furthermore, the Government is

of enterprises.

striving to implement the capacity expansion
of alloy special material manufacturing project,
deepen the industrial research cooperation with
Jiangsu University, enlarge the effectiveness of
"industry, University and research" of schools

At present, the "14th Five Year Plan" of Handan

Handan Southern Hebei New
Area to build an automobile
parts industry cluster

with Fuyang River ecological restoration, high-

and enterprises, cultivate more provincial R

quality development of integration of industry,

& D institutions and develop new products of

city and education, and the construction of

108 ChinaFastener Magazine
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attracting many well-known automobile and
parts manufacturing entrepreneurs at home and

Chinese News

Stainless Steel Industrial Park
starts construction with total
investment is 12 billion yuan

abroad.
Steel Deep Processing Industrial Park (phase
I) of Qingshan holdings, located in Jingjiang
Economic and Technological Development

Mr. Zhang Changping, on behalf of Jingjiang
Municipal Party Committee, the Standing
Committee of the Municipal People's Congress,
congratulated the official commencement
of the Qingshan project. He said that from
official commencement of the project, it took
eight months for government and enterprises
to work together. As a major industrial
project with the largest volume and stronger
increment introduced by Jingjiang in recent
years, Qingshan Group has shown extreme
professionalism, strong responsibility and
great cooperation sincerity in the contact and
promotion of the project.
Qingshan Holding Group started in the 1980s.

The world's highest strength
fastener (grade 19.8) was
successfully developed!

It is a multinational group focusing on stainless
steel production and smelting. It has a complete
stainless steel production and supply chain
from nickel chromium ore mining, nickel alloy

performance iron and steel materials team led by

smelting, stainless steel smelting, downstream

Professor Dong Han of the school of materials

bar wire and plate processing and international

of Shanghai University, Hebei Longfengshan

trade. In 2021, Qingshan Holding Group

Casting Co., Ltd., Qifeng Precision Technology

ranked 279th among the world's top 500, and

Co., Ltd., Zhoushan 7412 factory and Shanghai

is currently the private steel enterprise with the

University (Zhejiang) Institute of High-

highest sales revenue in China.
steel, which made grade 17.8 and 19.8 fasteners
possible.
The successful development of grade 16.8
and 19.8 fasteners is a breakthrough in high
strength fasteners and materials in the world.
It will effectively promote the lightweight
manufacturing of China's major equipment,
power density, and enhancing China's steel

Qingshan holding Jingjiang

production and fastener manufacturing. This
ChinaFastener Magazine 109
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breakthrough in the development of ultra-high

annual order of Yiheda has increased from

strength bolts indicates that China's basic parts

290,400 in 2018 to 550,400 in 2020, with a

and materials is keeping pace with international

compound growth rate of 37.67%. The total

level.

annual shipment has also increased from
1,140,400 in 2018 to 2,316,400 in 2020, with a
compound growth rate of 42.52%. At the same
time, the cumulative number of customers has
increased from 21,500 in 2018 to 40,400 in
2020 with the compound growth rate as high as
37.08%.
With the successful operation of the project
invested by the listing and fund-raising, Yiheda
will add more than 350,000 positions, which can
store more than 550,000 SKUs, and support the
total annual shipment of more than 4.8 million
items, so as to bring its comprehensive strength
and competitiveness to a new level.

Yiheda landed on the Gem with
a market value of more than 45
billion yuan
On July 23, 2021, Yiheda (301029. SZ)
in R & D, production and sales of automation
parts. After years of intensive cultivation, it has
supplier in the field of FA factory automation
parts.
At present, the company has continuously
enriched its product system. Supply chain
Information and digital construction has
strengthened, and business of all round is
improving. According to the prospectus, the
110 ChinaFastener Magazine
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Semiconductor shortage
impacts Bulten

European News

fasteners, with a further order from a European
automotive manufacturer. The order is worth
approximately SEK 68 million per annum.
Deliveries are estimated to start in Q4 2021,

of SEK 764 million, a decrease of 10.5% on the

will reach full pace in 2022, and will run for

same period last year. Order bookings amounted

three years.

to SEK 830 million, a decrease of 37.2% on the
same period last year.
FSP contract by a European automotive
manufacturer, which is also a new customer
comments: "The shortage of semiconductors
that has been impacting the global automotive

fasteners for an electric vehicle program that

industry since Q2 2021 was an even greater

is under development. The order value is

obstacle during Q3. A number of our customers’

approximately SEK 220 million a year at full

production units have been closed or running

production. Deliveries are estimated to start in

at reduced capacity during certain periods. The

the third quarter of 2022, reaching full pace by

negative impact of the semiconductor shortage

2025.

during the third quarter. Underlying demand

“We can see that the measures we have taken as

in the consumer stage remains strong, but at

part of our ‘Stronger 24’ strategy are producing

present vehicle production cannot keep up with

results, both in the shape of new business and

demand.”

productivity, and we continue to roll the strategy

Anders continues: “Reduced volumes and

Anders.

lower capacity utilisation in Q3 meant that we
had to take necessary decelerating measures
to reduce our stock, which has had a negative
impact on earnings in the short term. The
shortage of semiconductors, along with price
rises for steel, are external macroeconomic and

Böllhoff Group acquires
worldwide HELICOIL®
trademark

partly geopolitical factors that are expected to
negatively for the rest of 2021. From a longer

has acquired the worldwide HELICOIL®
trademark.

capacity is very good. The inflow of new
contracts, from both new and existing customers

The trademark was previously held by

in and outside of automotive, has never been as
strong as it has to date in 2021.”
These new contracts include the signing

each company to more closely align resources

of a strategically important agreement in

with independent strategic initiatives.

China regarding the supply of fasteners to
a leading provider of consumer electronics.
The agreement has an estimated annual value
of approximately SEK 50 million. Deliveries
started in the middle of the quarter.

region for the automotive repair and nonOEM automotive applications for HELICOIL®

Service Provider) contract for the supply of

and wire thread inserts will be served by
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and automated kitting facilities. This creates a
aftermarket applications and other industries
Fastening. The remainder of the globe will be

fastener specialist platform in the CEE region

strong value proposition to a customer base of

and further enhancing its ‘Masters-in-Fasteners’

over 8,000 customers, including several large

strategy.

key accounts in amongst others the healthcare,
energy and the construction market.

The strong strategic fit between and
common high performance mentality of both
Fastening are both leading manufacturers of
specialty fasteners serving the automotive,

combination to provide a stronger and more

industrial and aerospace markets. The

relevant proposition to its customers including a

companies have a 70 year history of partnership

deep and relevant range of specialist fasteners,

in the HELICOIL product line and associated

differentiating supply chain solutions and

trademarks. During this long history together,

quality and engineering.

they have established successful license
agreements to develop the markets and products

Francisco Terol, CEO Fabory comments:

which serve customers around the world.
width and depth of its product assortment, their
strong commercial performance and supply
chain capabilities. We are therefore extremely
Group to Fabory. This marks an important
step in our ‘Masters-in-Fasteners’ strategy;
reinforcing our leadership position in our core
countries. We continue to make strong progress
on our overall transformation and are looking
forward to continue this journey together with

comments: “We are excited about our future as
part of Fabory. Fabory and its management team
have shown that they have the required expertise
and winning mentality to establish a leading
platform in the strong and quickly growing CEE
market. We are convinced that joining forces
will open up many new opportunities, in several
countries and market segments.”

headquartered in Chomutov, in the north-

initial distribution activities of air conditioning
and ventilation components quickly expanded

Fabory acquires KEBEK Group
Fabory has reached an agreement to acquire

to the distribution of fasteners, which is its
and broad assortment of specialised fasteners
in combination with Value Added Services,
including in-house production capabilities
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American News

AFC industries has acquired
AALL American Fasteners

(AAF). Terms of the deal, the third AFC
acquisition this year, were not disclosed.
is a Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) services
provider offering a complete line of fasteners,
electronic hardware, electrical components,
tools, abrasives, safety, and industrial products.
AFC CEO Kevin Godin explained, “The
team to the AFC family will expand our reach
into several key growth areas and further
establish us in geographies that are important to
us.”
AAF Owner Mark Tenenbaum added, “AFC
that will allow us to expand our capabilities
while continuing to build upon the customer
service commitment that has made us successful
so far.”

MW Industries Expands
Threaded Fastener Products
Through Acquisition of Ideal
Fasteners
MW Industries, a leading provider of precision
components, announced the acquisition of Ideal
Fasteners, a global manufacturer of threaded
fasteners.
The acquisition of Ideal Fasteners closed on
December 10, 2021. It expands MW Industries’
existing U.S.-based manufacturing locations to
provide precision components for worldwide
distribution. The combined company will offer
an increased selection of stock, standard, and
caps, and other threaded fasteners along with
a wide variety of highly engineered metal and
plastic components.

supplies fasteners and assembly components,
solutions (VMI) to manufacturing and assembly
plants in a broad range of industrial markets.

“Ideal Fasteners is the perfect addition to the
CEO of MW Industries. “At a time when
customers want components faster than ever
before, businesses need to be able to quickly
source a variety of parts from a single provider.
Ideal Fasteners allows us to offer a greater
breadth of products so we can provide the
diversity of products customers need. We are
excited to integrate the Ideal Fasteners product
lines into our portfolio.”
Ideal Fasteners is a leading supplier of threaded
fasteners, with more than 50 years of experience
in stock and custom part manufacturing. Ideal
Fasteners will join MW Components, a division
precision components at speed and scale. The
combined company will support customers
in more than 75 countries, with product lines
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including springs, fasteners, bellows, couplings,

and fastener installation systems. Eurotec Ltd.

shims, and more.

has transitioned to PEM® and continues to
support the Company’s growth initiatives in the

“With their global reach and extensive catalog,

automotive, automotive electronics, consumer

MW Industries is the perfect partner to take us

electronics and sheet metal fabrication markets.
“As a result of the growth in the industries we

family of locations across the United States,

serve, many with headquarters in Japan, it is

our products and services will be more widely

important for us to strengthen our relationships

available, and our customers will have more

and establish a permanent presence in the

options to support their projects.”

region. This will enable us to collaborate
directly with our Japanese customers and offer

The companies’ combined footprint will

the capabilities they’re looking for in a global

position MW Components to provide the

fastening solutions partner,” shared Leonard

highest quality precision components and

Kiely, CEO of PennEngineering®.

custom manufacturing services to a global
Wi t h P E M ’s e x p a n s i o n i n J a p a n ,

customer base.

PennEngineering®’s global footprint now
With more than 30 manufacturing facilities

includes facilities in 17 locations around the

worldwide, MW Industries group companies

world, including locations throughout the

deliver the precision components today’s
engineers need to do their best work. The
business serves over 19,000 businesses across
more than 75 countries worldwide and in
sectors as diverse as life sciences, automotive,
aerospace, electronics, and energy. We have
a no-compromise ambition to deliver exactly
what our customers need, precisely when they
need it. So, whether they want to partner with
us on developing a next-generation product or
need one of our thousands of stock parts for
immediate delivery, we can help.

PennEngineering Announces
Global Expansion in Japan
PennEngineering®, the market leader in
fastening solutions, announced it has expanded
its global presence, launching its first PEM®
location in Tokyo, Japan. The expansion
region, and its focus on providing direct access
to PEM® and Haeger® products and local
resources, including advanced engineering and
product support.
In 2019, PennEngineering® acquired Tokyobased Eurotec Ltd., a specialty technical
reseller of clinch and sheet metal fasteners
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Japanese News

Dongfeng Honda to Build a
Dedicated Electric Vehicle
Production Plant
Honda Motor (China) Investment Co., Ltd., a
wholly-owned Honda subsidiary in China, today
announced that Dongfeng Honda Automobile
Co., Ltd., a Honda automobile production and
sales joint venture in China, will build a new
dedicated electric vehicle (EV) production plant
to establish sufficient production system and
capability in preparation for the expansion of its
EV lineup in the coming years.
Aiming to begin production in 2024, the new
dedicated EV plant will be built in Wuhan
E c o n o mic Development Zone in Hubei
square meters, and a basic annual production
capacity of 120,000 units.
Designed as a highly efficient and smart plant
capable of start-to-finish EV production, the
new plant will conduct complete processes for
EV production including stamping, welding,
painting, assembly and complete vehicle
inspection. The plant also will strive to achieve
an industry-leading level of automation, mainly
in the assembly area.

of energy management system
in Namie, Fukushima

Moreover, the new plant will proactively pursue
sustainability initiatives, which will include

Fukushima Prefecture, to produce energy for

neutrality, use of recycled water and other
resource conservation measures and reduction
of VOC* emissions, a major source of air
pollution.
Honda will continue accelerating its
carbon neutrality by 2050 and offering attractive
products that exceed customer expectations.

autonomous control system that generates 100%
renewable energy for charging electric vehicles
by sending electricity to and from them.
Two problems faced by renewable energy
are fluctuations in power generation caused
by weather conditions and an imbalance in
electricity supply and demand. Combining
large-capacity EV batteries with a system that
independently charges and discharges them
allows renewable energy to be used more
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conditions for this investment, including the
infrastructure, high-quality education system,
access to a diverse and skilled workforce, and
a welcoming environment for doing business.
Today marks the beginning of a mutually
beneficial partnership with the Tar Heel state
as we embark on our journey to achieve carbon
neutrality and provide mobility for all."
In addition, as the company continues its efforts
to reach carbon neutrality for its vehicles and
operations by 2050, Toyota is committed to
using 100% renewable energy at this new
facility to produce the batteries.

Toyota Selects North Carolina
for New U.S. Automotive
Battery Plant

Megasite has been chosen as the location
for Toyota's new $1.29 billion automotive
battery manufacturing plant, to be named,

have four production lines, each capable of
delivering enough lithium-ion batteries for
to at least six production lines for a combined
total of up to 1.2 million vehicles per year.
The $1.29 billion investment, including funds
to develop land and facilities, made by Toyota
and Toyota Tsusho will be partially funded from
a total investment of approximately $3.4 billion
previously announced on October 18, which
did not include funds for developing land and
facilities, and is expected to create 1,750 new
American jobs.
"The future of mobility is electrification and
the Greensboro-Randolph Megasite is the
ideal location to make that future a reality,"
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RCEP brings new economic
opportunities to region, says
Lao business leader

Southeast Asia News

prices. The cost of our export products is much
lower than before," said Daovone.
"RCEP can also bring more employment

The Regional Comprehensive Economic

channels to the people in the region."

Partnership (RCEP) agreement, could bring
great economic development opportunities to

Laos-China Railway has transformed Laos
from a land-locked country into a land-

for Laos, said Daovone Phachanthavong, the

linked country, through which the country has
achieved interconnection with China, Thailand,
Cambodia, Vietnam and other countries, said
Daovone.

more market opportunities for Laos to expand

Meanwhile, RCEP, covering nearly a third

production for export and promote the tourism

of the world's population and gross domestic

sector."Laos is very fortunate to build a

product, is a mega trade pact that aims to break

community with a shared future with China and

down trade barriers and promote investment.

sign the RCEP agreement," said Daovone.
"With the opening of the Laos-China Railway,

definitely have better development in the

Laos has become an important node on the

future," said Daovone.

of the railway transportation of goods between
which can greatly promote the economic
development of Laos."
The entry into force of RCEP has provided Laos
with the best cooperation opportunities in terms
of personnel exchanges and business exchanges,
and deepened the interconnection between Laos

Hyundai Motors to Build
Automobile Factory in
Indonesia
In a statement made by Hyundai Motors , it
was reported that a preliminary agreement was
signed with the authorities to establish a new
car factory in Indonesia. Establishing its first
factory in the Southeast Asian region, Hyundai
Motors aims to compete with Japanese car

Daovone said, "RCEP and the Laos-China
Railway can effectively reduce the cost
of commodity trade. It will help support
our economic growth by stimulating new
investment and providing greater market access
for Lao products. More and more commodities
countries."
Daovone has been engaged in the business of
logistics and trade with Chinese companies
since 2002 and his business has expanded to
more than 10 industries so far.
"After the agreement takes effect, it can reduce
intra-regional trade costs and transportation

brands that dominate market in the region.
In the statement made by the company, it was
stated that they planned a total investment
of 1.55 billion dollars for the factory to be
established in Indonesia, including product
development and operating costs by 2030.
The factory is planned to be founded in the city
start production in 2021. The factory initially
will have an annual production capacity of
150 thousand units aiming to increase to 250
thousand/year over time. It was noted that the
factory was planned to produce multi-purpose
MPV and also SUV type vehicles, but also
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Zones Authority said the city’s industrial parks

mechanism, HEPZA had called on the city to
strengthen decentralisation and devolve power

covered by the Association of Southeast Asian

worth US$500 million this year.

to it to perform management tasks related to

They attracted $600.79 million last year, well

industrial parks.

above the target, including foreign investment
member, import taxes can increase up to 80%,

of $220.26 million, it said.

so it is more competitive in the medium and
long term to move the production line to the
region.
authority (HEPZA), said to achieve the goal,
The factory will primarily produce for the

HEPZA would continue to promote investment

Indonesian market, the largest market in the

incentives, strengthen COVID-19 prevention

region, and with an increased capacity, will be

efforts, enhance support for businesses to
help them stabilise operations, and step up
administrative reform.
Other key targets would include quickly
starting the construction of the proposed
speeding up land clearance for building the Lê
Minh Xuân 2 Industrial Park, expanding the

“HEPZA also plans to develop new industrial
park models and develop criteria for attracting
industrial parks.”
It would strengthen investment promotion

by offering all possible support for businesses to
help them overcome difficulties caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, he said.
It would also develop high-rise factories to
improve land-use efficiency, monitor the
implementation of land use by investment
projects, and take back land from tardy projects.

into administrative reforms and hopefully
achieve an excellent rating in the city’s public

HCM City industrial parks eye $500m
investment in 2022
The HCM City Export Processing and Industrial
118 ChinaFastener Magazine

administrative reform (PAR) index.
To effectively carry out its tasks in 2022
and implement the "one-stop shop, on-site"
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Insight of China’s fastener industry 2021-2022

I

n 2021, China's fastener industry encountered many challenges,

China’s fastener production ability is keeping pace with the world.

such as anti-dumping, huge fluctuations in raw material prices,
energy conservation and emission reduction. At the same time,

At present, China is implementing the "30.60" development strategy,

China's fastener industry has also made many gratifying achievements.

which means that carbon dioxide emissions will reach the peak by 2030

Fastener exports bucked the trend

fastener enterprises are accelerating transformation and upgrading. The
development is on the trend of clustering, high-end and intelligence, so

From January to September 2021, China's fastener export volume was

as to achieve green, low-carbon and sustainable development as soon as

nearly 3.52 million tons, an increase of 581,125 tons, a year-on-year

possible.

increase of 19.8%. The export value was USD$ 8.07 billion, an increase
of USD$ 1.75 billion, a year-on-year increase of 27.8%.

Clustering

The online exhibition achieved remarkable
results

China's well-known fastener production bases include Haiyan (Zhejiang),

This year, China Fastener Show (Online) held 1-on-1 purchase meetings

years, more than 100 enterprises engaged in fastener production and

Yongnian (Hebei) and Dainan (Jiangsu). Fastener enterprises in the

supporting services have moved to Yangjiang. The production value is
helping Chinese enterprises connect with 184 international buyers from
55 countries, including the United States, Russia, Germany, Poland, the

High end
reached US $17 million. Some enterprises, such as Zhongda United
Holding Group, Ltd, Zhejiang T.K. Excellent Industries Ltd, and other

Regarding to technology innovation, in addition to accelerating

enterprises concluded orders with an amount of more than US $1million.

the research and development of special steel, China has gradually
approached the advanced international level in terms of material

High-end fastener enterprises develop well

selection, structural design, manufacturing process, special process,
testing, surface coating and quality control. The integration of different

Generally speaking, the supply chain of China's fastener industry is

subjects like mechanical manufacturing, information technology and

still uneven. The low-end products are oversupply while the supply for

various high and new technologies will continuously inject new vitality

the high-end products is inadequate, which gives more opportunities to

into the development of fasteners industry in China.

high-end fastener enterprises. For example, Qifeng Precision Industry
Sci-Tech Corp. is engaged in producing high-end fasteners, which are

Intelligence

widely used in railway, construction, aerospace, engineering machinery,
automobile, ship and other industries. In the first half of this year, the

With the implementation of energy conservation and emission reduction
policies and the increase of labor costs in China, Chinese enterprises are

of 32%. On December 2, 2021, Qifeng Precision announced that the

also speeding up the intelligent production upgrade. A number of digital
workshops, digital chemical plants and digital enterprises have emerged.
For example, in order to improve the company's digital transformation
and expand production capacity, Zhejiang Tong Ming implemented the

New breakthroughs in technology

high-end stainless steel fastener digital chemical plant project, with a

Professor Dong Han from Shanghai University successfully developed

Looking forward to 2022, energy conservation, emission reduction

grade 16.8 and 19.8 fasteners, which is a breakthrough in high strength

and industrial upgrade are still the main melody of China's fastener

fasteners and materials. This is beneficial to promote the lightweight

development. Chinese fastener enterprises will still face many

manufacturing of major equipment in China. This breakthrough indicates

challenges, but also opportunities. At the time of the tide, a number of
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excellent enterprises will always emerge, leading the steady development
of China's fastener industry.
For example, Fastener Expo Shanghai, as one of the most famous
the exhibition as a global high-end fastener industry innovation platform.
It aims to link global high-quality resources, and provides excellent
opportunities for industrial upgrade, technical exchange and business
Convention and Exhibition Center (Shanghai) from June 8 to 10, 2022.
At that time, audience will be able to see the new height of fastener
development in China.
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New opportunities brought by RCEP to fastener companies
As the world's largest free trade agreement, RCEP (Regional

about by the reduction of tariffs. It is particularly worth mentioning that

Comprehensive Economic Partnership) came into effect on January

on February 1, 2022, RCEP came into effect for South Korea. 38.6%

estimated the economic effects of RCEP in December 2021, predicting

when the agreement came into effect, and 86% of the tariffs on Korean

that intra-regional trade will increase by about US$42 billion, and
believes that East Asia will become the new center of global trade. The

new situation.

simulation prediction results of the Report on the Impact of RCEP on
Regional Economy released by the Institute of International Trade and
Economic Cooperation of the Ministry of Commerce of China show that
RCEP will drive the cumulative incremental scale of regional exports
and imports to US$857.1 billion and US$983.7 billion respectively by
2035. The regional investment will increase by 1.47%, and the regional
economic welfare will increase by 250.3 billion US dollars. At the global
level, by 2035, RCEP will drive world real GDP and import and export
trade to increase by 0.12% and 2.91% respectively compared with the
baseline scenario.
Six departments including the Ministry of Commerce jointly
issued the Guiding Opinions on High-Quality Implementation (RCEP),
tariff commitments of RCEP countries as soon as possible, in order to

How to measure high-quality utilization of
RCEP?

the export of advantageous products and the import of high-quality

M r. G a o R o n g k u n b e l i e v e s t h a t w e c a n e v a l u a t e a n d

goods, the business opportunities brought by the expansion of the service

comprehensively measure from four areas: trade and investment,

industry and investment, the advantages brought by the improvement

industrial competitiveness improvement, policy system support, and

of the business environment with the help of RCEP, and the ability to

business environment improvement.

enhance international cooperation and competition.
Compared with trade in services and investment, trade in goods can
What benefits can businesses get from RCEP? How should high"High-quality use of RCEP" is mainly reflected in the commitment to
tariff reduction in trade in goods, rules of origin, customs procedures and
Conference, Secretary of the Shanghai Customs Party Committee and

trade facilitation, and the implementation of technical trade measures.

Director of Customs, said “Since the implementation of RCEP, the trade
in goods involved in Shanghai Customs has been implemented smoothly,
and the overall business development goes very well. As of January 31,

the improvement and improvement of the cross-border trade and business

2022, Shanghai Customs has accepted a total of 273 preferential import

environment of China and other RCEP member countries, which can

declarations with a value of 280 million yuan and a tariff reduction of
of 1.79 billion yuan. The total value of imports and exports under this
item amounted to 2.07 billion yuan. Two approved exporters passed the

of trade structure, and preferential tariffs.

review, and the enterprise independently issued a declaration of origin,
with a value of 11.394 million US dollars.
(generally refers to the situation in which import and export enterprises
of member countries use the free trade agreement signed by their own
reduction in import costs and the increase in export opportunities brought
122 ChinaFastener Magazine

Gao. Generally speaking, the tariff reduction after the implementation

It is necessary to actively participate in the reconstruction of the

of RCEP is the most beneficial to enterprises and the most valued by

industrial chain and supply chain in the region, and push the production
and service of enterprises to the high end of the value chain. It is
necessary to cultivate professionals who master the rules of origin,
be familiar with various businesses such as certificate application,

How can companies seize the opportunity?

self-declaration, and certification of approved exporters, and fully
incorporate the high-quality implementation of RCEP into the company's

From the perspective of enterprises, it is necessary to improve their

international business strategy.

internal strength, their ability to use the rules of the RCEP agreement,
"The RCEP certificate is very attractive to enterprises, not only
core competitiveness, and accelerate the development of international

because of tariff reductions, but also because everyone is optimistic

business.
relevant person in charge of Zhuji Hengyu Trading Co., Ltd.
First of all, get familiar with the preferential tariff commitments
of RCEP countries as soon as possible, seize the opportunity of highly
facilitation of regional trade, and expand the export of advantageous

Thirdly, it is to strive to tap the business opportunities brought
about by the expansion of the service industry and investment.

products and the import of high-quality goods.
According to its own business development direction, carefully

RCEP member states, especially the international economic and trade

study the country-specific tariff reductions between China and RCEP

development trends under the agreement, actively develop new trade

member countries, and focus on expanding the import and export of key

formats, build a cross-border e-commerce supply chain system, promote

products due to national policies and complementing weaknesses. Pay

core technology upgrades, and accelerate digital transformation. greater

close attention to the implementation of facilitation commitments such

development.

as customs procedures, inspection and quarantine in RCEP countries,
and achieve continuous growth of new foreign trade formats such as
cross-border e-commerce with the help of regional logistics and customs

to improve the business environment and enhance international
cooperation and competitiveness.

For example, for ultra-high-purity metal materials imported from

Enterprises should make good use of the institutional guarantee

Japan and South Korea, the original import tariff rate is 3%-5%. After
RCEP takes effect on January 1, 2022, some import tariffs will be

property, e-commerce, competition policy, etc., and strive to explore
trade and investment cooperation with countries in the region, participate
in competition in a broader international environment, improve product

certain extent.

quality, and improve product quality. International business ability and
level.

After RCEP comes into effect, metal materials imported from Japan
and South Korea can also be regarded as origin materials in the RCEP

According to statistics from the Zhejiang Provincial Department

area, and the value components are accumulated as origin components,
so as to successfully meet the requirement of 40% value-added and meet

volume of cross-border e-commerce reached 270.83 billion yuan, an
increase of 31.1%, and the export value of cross-border e-commerce

can enjoy tariff concessions in RCEP member countries.

reached 190.79 billion yuan, an increase of 42.7%. The growth rate
reached 21.6%. Among them, the Qilin plan takes "local industry
improvement + cross-border e-commerce transformation" as the entry

have invested and set up factories in Southeast Asia and other places.

point, based on the characteristics and reality of the industry, and goes

The RCEP rules of origin will further promote the low-cost flow of

deep into localities and enterprises.

production factors in the region, and promote the positive interaction of
Fifthly, raise the awareness of competition and properly respond
to challenges.
Secondly, it is to fully understand and make good use of the

To speed up technological innovation and enhance core

rules of origin accumulation, and deeply participate in the regional

competitiveness, we must make good use of trade remedies and other

industrial chain supply chain.

agreements and measures to safeguard legitimate interests. At the same
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time, it is also necessary to actively maintain close communication
with the government, industry associations, commercial departments
assistance from relevant parties, and strive to actively coordinate and
solve relevant problems.
RCEP has officially entered into force, and the first batch of

economic and trade partners of Zhejiang. Among them, Singapore,
Japan, Australia and South Korea account for 16.2% of the province's
total trade in services.
In 2021, the total value of international trade between Zhejiang and
RCEP members will be 1,039.06 billion yuan, a simultaneous increase of
18.5%, accounting for 25.1% of the province's total import and export.
In terms of export commodities, our province's exports to RCEP
member countries are mainly electromechanical, labor-intensive and
high-tech products, all of which account for a large proportion of our

for automobiles and accessories, electromechanical, chemical, textile,
building materials and other products exported to my country. Taking the
export of the motorcycle industry as an example, 31 of Indonesia's 35
they can basically enjoy a 5% tariff reduction.
In terms of imports, more than 50% of the resource products
in our province are imported from RCEP member countries, and the
tariff reduction of relevant key products will also bring impetus to the
development of relevant industries in our province. The relevant person
chemical industry as an example, the tax rate for aromatics, rubber and
other products from Japan, South Korea, Singapore and other countries
burden on petrochemical downstream enterprises. Cost reduction is a
great help. At the same time, industries such as textiles and garments,
light industrial building materials, toys, and automobiles that are closely

the reconstruction of the national industrial chain in the region,
especially the small cycle of the industrial chain between China, Japan
Research Institute, told reporters that with the removal of product tariff
barriers and non-tariff barriers between China, Japan and South Korea
, the free flow of goods, capital and personnel in the region will be
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Index of Buyer's Guide

Over 300 Premium Fastener Suppliers from China
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Supplier are competitive
Chinese fastener supplier
with good reputation
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Anchors
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Threaded Rod
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Screws
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Washers
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Rivets
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High Strength Fastener
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Stainless Steel Fastener
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Non Standard Fastener
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Equipment
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Tools
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and has gotten through
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industry
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Jiaxing Haina Fastener Co., Ltd

Jiaxing Risen Fastener Co., Ltd.

Jiaxing Haina Fasteners Co., Ltd. mainly
deals in the sales of fasteners, foundry parts,
building accessories, hardware products,
machinery and equipment, general parts,
electronic products, and engages in import
and export business. Welcome interested
parties to consult.

Our main products are hex bolts, chipboard
screw,wood screw,machine screw,hex nuts
etc,The goods we supplied, not only in
competitive prices, but also with superior quality,
promptly delivery time as well.

86-18668368299
tony@hainafastener.com
www.haina.chinafastener.com

86-573-83719338

Bolts

info@risen-fastener.com
www.risen.chinafastener.com

Bolts

www.risen-fastener.com

Jiaxing Xingxin Standard Heat Treatment Co., Ltd.

Zhejiang Xinchun Fastening Piece Co., Ltd.

Jiaxing Xingxin Standard Heat Treatment Co., Ltd
is found in July 2005. It has grown to the leader of
fastener heat and surface treatment in China. The
main products including hex bolt, hex nut, drywall
screw, threaded rod and washer etc.

Zhejiang Xinchun Fastening Piece Co., Ltd is the
enterprise which specializes in the development,
sales, service, and production of industrial
bolts, and more.
The main products include the T-bolt, T-nut,
Flange nut, Square nut, Spring nut, Channel nut,
Cold forged non-standard fasteners, Stainless
steel bolts, Stainless steel nuts, and stainless
steel pins.

86-573-86058220
allen@jx-xingxin.com
www.xingxin.chinafastener.com

86-578-2086721

Bolts

info@xincjgj.com
www.xinchun.chinafastener.com

www.jx-xingxin.com

www.zjxincjgj.com

Jiaxing City Qunbang Hardware Co., Ltd

Goodlink Fastener Co.,Ltd

Jiaxing Qunbang Hardware Co., Ltd. mainly
produces nuts and bolts, such as DIN,ANSI,
ASME, JIS, UNI, ISO, AS, BS ,GB, etc. Nuts
Grade:CL.6/8/10. Inch nuts: Grade 2/5/8.
A194-2H/2HM/4/7 Metric bolts:CL.4.8/5.8
/6.8/8.8/10.9/12.9.Inch bolts: Grade 2/5/8,
ASTMA325/490/490M,A193-B7

Our company mainly produces Grade 10.9/12.9
head cap screws, button head cap screws and
socket head cap set screw series and hexagon
bolts and various nonstandard fasteners based
on different client's needs, with our annual
output reaching 20,000 tons.

86-573-82071082
sales@qbfastener.cn
www.qunbang.chinafastener.com
www.steelnutbolts.com
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Bolts

Tel: 13777764420

Bolts

Email: owen@wztaisheng.com
Website: http://www.agoodlink.com.cn

Bolts

Ningbo Dexin Fastener Co., Ltd.

HEBEI WEIDUN FASTENER TECHNOLOGY CO;LTD

Ningbo Dexin fastener Co., Ltd. which was
founded in Jun, 2000, is a professional
enterprise for developing, producing, and
selling all kinds of fasteners including
Cap screws & Hex bolts, Carriage bolts,
Thread rods, Hot forged screws, etc.

Our company operates with honesty,
survives with quality, and combined with
rich manufacture experience. There are
products including Thread rod & Hex bolts,
Inner hexagon bolts, Hexagon nuts,
Wedge anchor, Washer series and so on.

86-574-86122809
manager@nb-dexin.com
www.dexin.chinafastener.com

008615030032500(Whatsapp/Wechat/Skype)

Bolts

wdfastener@126.com

Bolts

www.weidun.chinafastener.com

www.nb-dexin.com

www.hbwdfastener.com

Jiangsu Xing Chang Jiang Group Co., Ltd.

Wenzhou FengDing Fastener Manufacturing Co. , Ltd.

Our products are Cap screws & Hex bolts,
Carriage bolts, Guardrail bolt, Hexagon
nuts, Nylon Lock nuts, Wave or coil spring
washers, Disc spring washer, Belleville
spring washers, Chipboard screws,
particle board, etc.

Wenzhou FengDing Fastener Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. was founded in 1997. The company
mainly produces
, hex bolts,
GB DIN JIS and other international standards.
Parts can be produced according to customer
requirements.

86-510-86167954
yangxi@xcjgroup.com.cn
www.CHANGJIANG.chinafastener.com

86-577-86500568

Bolts

wzdjgj@163.com wzfd88@139.com

Bolts

www.Fengding.chinafastener.com

www.xcjgroup.com

www.wzfengding.com www.zjfdi.cn

Bolt MFG .Trade Ltd.Haiyan

Yongnian County Tianbang Fasteners Co,Ltd.

Bolt MFG. Trade Ltd. Haiyan is a professional
fastener manufacturer and exporter. The
company is located in Haiyan, Zhejiang
Province, which is the China's largest fastener
production base.
We promise to all clients that we provide
products with high quality, competitive price,
strictly on time delivery and satisfactory aftersales service.

Yongnian County Tianbang Fasteners Co., Ltd
was established in 2005, located in Standard Parts
industrial district, yongnian.
Our main products include; bolt
spring washer, thread rod, anchor, drilling screw
and so on .Our factory can produce the fasteners
under the standard ASTM, DIN, BS, JIS, GB, ISO,
NF.We have high quality development department,
which research all kinds of non-standards products
according to the customer’s drawing and sample.

86-573-86178080
sales@boltmfg.com
www.boltmfg.chinafastener.com
www.boltmfg.com

0086-310-6731766

Bolts

Mobile&Wechat:18803303309
karryyan@hbtbls.com

Bolts

www.hbtbls.chinafastener.com / www.hbtbls.com
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Hebei Tongfa Railway Engineering Group Minghao High-speed
Railway Equipment Manufacturing Co.LTD

Ningbo Gangtong Zheli Fasteners Co., Ltd.

Our company is specializing in producing carbon
steel fasteners, the main standard products
including carbon steel hex socket cap screws,
hexagon head bolts, structural bolts, t-bolts,
square bolts, threaded rod, hex nuts, etc, and nonstandard screw.

Hebei Tongfa Railway Group Minghao Co.,Ltd
is a key construction project in Hebei Province.
The products mainly used for railway and
electricity Power, transportation, mechanical
equipment, automobile manufacturing and other
industries.
Hex Bolts & Nuts DIN933/931, DIN912,
DIN6921, DIN934, ASTM/ANSI 18.1.2, DIN982
& 985, ANSI/ASME B 18.16.6, DIN6923

Mobile&Whatsapp:+86 18003305116/13283155655
464353690@qq.com
www.FastenerChina.biz

86-574-86657588

Bolts&Nuts

sales4@gtzl-cn.com
www.nbzheli.chinafastener.com

Bolts

www.gtzl-fasteners.com

Ningbo Economic&Technical Development Zone Yonggang Fasteners Co., Ltd.

Zhejiang MingYi Auto Parts Co.,Ltd

Ningbo Economic & Technical Development Zone
Yonggang Fasteners Co., Ltd.produces Hex cap
screws professionally which conform to ANSI and
DIN, Tt produce Grade 3074 & 5 and Grade 8 high
strength bolts, hex cap screws & hex machine
bolts,
, carriage bolts guardrail bolts,
non-standard and so on.

Zhejiang MingYi Auto Parts Co.,Ltd was
established in 1995 which located in Wenzhou
Zhejiang province.We can supply a variety of
nuts and bolts not only with high quality and
competitive price under DIN,JIS,BS standard ,but
also supply non standard fasteners according to
customers 'demand. Our main products include
nut as well as bolts and screws.

(86)18958715677

86-574-88352188
nbyg@cnyonggang.com
www.cnyonggang.chinafastener.com

Bolts

wzmingyi@163.com
http://www.mingyi.chinafastener.com/

Bolts

www.cnyonggang.com

Jiaxing Relia Hardware Co.,Ltd.

Suzhou Industrial Park Hongyi Fasteners Co.,Ltd

bolts, square head
set screw, window screws, spring pins, nuts, rivets
ETC. , also specializing in special parts solution,
we can make according to drawing, sketch and
samples. Our Roof hooks and hose clamp both so
hot in Europe and America.

We have:
- 16 years experience in fasteners
- specializing in developing non-standard cold
forging screws and bolts
- more than 20 advanced quality control
equipments
need and exceed your expectation by extensive
quality control testing.

86-573-82112817
jenfer@zj-key.com
www.relia.chinafastener.com
www.zj-key.com
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+86 15850304038

Bolts

hy.sales@szhybzj.com.cn
https://www.gbscrew.com/

Bolts

Handan Jiurui Fasteners Co,Ltd.

Yuyao Biaoer Trading Co .,Ltd
Yuyao No.2 Standard Fastener Factory

Handan Jiurui Fastener Co.,Ltd. is a fastener
manufacturer, located in handan city,hebei
province, our factory is mainly producing hex nuts,

EYE BOLT
GB798，JB/ZQ 4318,
QC190/191,CNS 4490/4492，
DIN444，PN 82425, GOST 3033,
UNI 6058，AN165/170...

and non-standard fastener.

HINGE
SINCE 1973

86-13080407111 / 86-13021868690
snowfasteners@foxmail.com
www.jiurui.chinafastener.com

0086-574-62003777 / 0086-574-62003860

Bolts

ruanlifei@biaoer.com
0086-15306621777

EYEBOLT/ HINGE

Mrs.lao/Mr.ruan

Yushung Metal Products Co.,Ltd.

Ningbo ABC Fasteners Co.,Ltd.

Ningbo ABC Fasteners Co.,Ltd. is one of the main
Manufacturers for Building Anchor in China. We
are able to provide various kinds of Anchor Such as
Drop In anchor, Wedge anchor, Metal Frame Anchor,
Sleeve anchor, etc. We also provide standard & Non
Standard Part.

Yushung specializes in manufacturing copper
aluminium bronze, brass, copper, phosphor
bronze, silicon bronze, etc. Yushung has 4
manufacturing department with bolts & screws,
nuts, stamping parts, machining parts. All
and conform to rules of Rohs and Reach. Test

86-0757-81813165
info@yushung.com
www.yushung.com

86-574-62468311

Bronze bolts

budifast@yahoo.com， sales@abcfasteners.cn
www.abcfastener.chinafastener.com

Anchors

www.abc-fasteners.com

Cixi Jingeng Fastener Co.,Ltd.

FIXDEX Fastening Technology Co., Ltd.

Cixi Jingeng Fastener Co.,Ltd. is located in
Cixi city, Zhejiang province, china. Being in the
shore of the East China Sea and the South
of Hangzhou Bay Sea-spanning Bridge, it is
a private enterprise engaging in all kinds of
fasteners--- expansion series fasteners,
bolts, nuts and sorts of non-standard parts.

Fixdex is a professional manufactures and
distributors of various anchors and threaded rod

13484243398

86 -18002570677

sales@chinaluosi.com
www.jingeng.chinafastener.com

Including:Wedge anchors(through bolts) /Thread
Rod / Short thread rod/ Double end threaded rod
/ Chemical Anchor / Foundation Bolt / Drop in
Anchor / Sleeve Anchor / Metal Frame Anchor /
Shield Anchor / Stub pin / Self drilling screws etc.

Anchors

www.FIXDEX.chinafastener.com

Anchors

www.chinaluosi.com
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Handan Yougu Fastener Co.,Ltd.

Jinglefast Industrial Co., Ltd.

JINGLEFAST INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD FUE ESTABLECIDA

We are specialized in producing and exporting
fasteners according to the standard DIN,ANSI/
ASME, ISO, BS etc. Our main products are Drop
in anchor, anchor bolt, U bolt, hex nut, hex bolt,
wedge anchor, 3pcs/4pcs Shield Anchor, Thread
rod and so on.

EN EL AÑO 2,000. ES UNA FÁBRICA PROFESIONAL
EN LA PRODUCCIÓN DE TORNILLOS DE ACUERDO A
LOS ESTÁNDARES PARA PRODUCTOS MÉTRICOS Y
EN PULGADAS, NUESTRA EMPRESA ESTÁ REGULADA
BAJO LA NORMA ISO9001. NUESTROS PRODUCTOS
PRINCIPALES SON: PERNOS HEXAGONALES, PERNOS
CARROCERÍA, TORNILLO TIRAFONDO, BARRAS
ROSCADAS Y TUERCAS HEXAGONALES INCLUYENDO
TAMBIÉN PRODUCTOS DE ESTAMPADO COMO LO SON
LAS ARANDELAS PLANAS Y DE PRESIÓN.

86-15383102567

TEL:0086-574-89020185

ave@hashardware.com

jg@jgfastener.com

Anchors

www.yougu.ChinaFastener.com

http://www.jgfastener.com

www.hashardware.com

Jiaxing Chinafar Standard Parts Co., Ltd.

Haiyan Secon Imp. & Exp. Ltd.

We are specializing in producing Full
Threaded Rods. Stainless Threaded Rods,
Double End Studs Bolts and Foundation
Bolts according to different Standards such
as DIN, JIS and ISO. We can not only control
the quality, but also offer the most competitive
price for our clients.

SECON FASTENER, was founded in 2008
and is located in Lianyungang Economic
Development Zone. With a total investment
of 3 million US dollars, Our factory covers an
area of more than 50,000 square meters.
Main Products: Threaded Rod, Bolt, Nut,
Screw, Washer, Anchor, Rigging.....

+8615757315053

86-15157313011
jarod_shi@163.com
www.chinafar.chinafastener.com

Pernos
Tuercas
Arandelas
Varillas Roscadas

Thread Rods & Studs

info@seconfastener.com
www.secon-fastener.com

Thread Rods & Studs

www.chinafar.cn

Hangzhou Lizhan Hardware Co., Ltd.

JIAXING KINFAST HARDWARE CO.,LTD

We mainly deal in Construction Fasteners,
Machine Fasteners, Furniture Fasteners and all
kinds of non-standard Fasteners. According to
different standards such as IFI, DIN, ANSI and
BS. Our main products are drywall screws, self
drilling screws, self tapping screws, machine
screws, chipboard screws and so on. We
sincerely hope for your support and trust.

Jiaxing Kinfast Hardware Co.,Ltd. is a
professional manufacturer and distributor of
screws and anchors with experience more
than 20 years. Our main products are:
• Stainless Steel Screw
• Concrete Screw
• Wood Construction Screw
• Safety Screw
•
• Extra Long Screw

0086-139 6809 2329
carrie@lizhan-hardware.net
www.LIZHANHARDWARE.chinafastener.com
www.lizhan-hardware.net
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86-755-83479123

Screws

info@kfproduct.com
www.kinfast.chinafastener.com
www.kinfast.com

Screws

Jiaxing Qimu Trading Co.,Ltd.

Jiaxing Zhengying Hardware Co., Ltd.

The company professionally engaged in fastener
manufacture and trading.The company have
ourself produce factory , electroplating factory
and heating factory, Annual production capacity
exceeds 20,000 tons.we are specialized in
screw, thread rod, anchor, bolt and so on
products.Conforming DIN,ANSI,ISO standards.

Jiaxing zhengying Hardware Co., Ltd. was
founded in 2005. It is a Mainland-Hongkong
joining venture company. Our productions include
chipboard screw, drywall screw, drilling screw,
machine screw, non-standard fasteners, etc.
The annual production capability can reach The
annual production capability can reach to 30005000 tons.

86-573-82693306

86-573-85535366

sales@qiimu.com

Screws

www.qiimu.com

Handan Shuang Zi Metal Products Co.,Ltd

+86-13752551665

Self Drilling Screws

Haiyan Ausin Hardware Co., Ltd.

86-573-86129299

www.hyausin.com

www.topwell.chinafastener.com

Screws

HEBEI CHENGZHI FASTENER CO., LTD, located
in Mingyang Village, Industrial Zone, Yongnian
District, Handan City, Hebei Province, China, is
a professional fastener company dedicated to
focus on fasteners’ explore more than 10 years,
which has advanced mechanical and inspection
equipment and good after-sales service. Our
company mainly produces bolts, nuts, wedge
anchors, drilling screws and stainless steel
products in ASTM, DIN, GB, ISO,JIS standard.

We have strong QC team, who is applying strict
quality checking for every shipment in the factory.

www.aoxing.chinafastener.com

sales6@biaoyuanhardware.com

HEBEI CHENGZHI FASTENER CO., LTD

Haiyan Ausin Hardware Co.,Ltd. It’s factory
located in Haiyan city, Zhejiang province. We are
specialized in exporting all kinds of screws.

sales@hyausin.com

Screws

TOP WELL FASTENERS CO.,LTD. which
locate in Tianjin,China.We mainly produce
all kinds of screws,Such as Chipboard screws,
drywall screws,Self tapping screws,Self drilling
screws and so on.We export screws more
than 15 years.Each year,more than 350
containers.

+8615188910639
www.shuangzimetal.com

www.zhengying.chinafastener.com

Top Well Fasteners Co., Ltd.

Handan Shuang Zi is a professional
manufacturer of self drilling screws and
self tapping screws enterprise. Main
products have hex head SDS, csk head
SDS, truss head SDS, wafer head SDS,
drywall screw, chipboard screw. With
advanced production equipment and
exquisite technology makes high quality
and fast delivery. Annual output value of
5000Tons.

vivianwang@hdshuangzi.com

jxzywj@jxzywj.com

+8615630301644

Screws

info@cz-fasteners.com
www.cz-fasteners.com

Screws

www.cz-fastener.com
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Shantou HongSheng Bolt Iidustrial Co.,Ltd

JIAXING CAVORT HARDWARE CO.,LTD

HONGSHENG BOLT established in 1996, is
a manufacturer specializing in the production
of various standard screws and fasteners.
The product can be applied to electronic
appliances, high-end toys, auto parts, military
industry, medical devices and so on, provides
customers with professional technical
guidance and services too.

Cavort Hardware Company dealing with fasteners
more than 13 years . Our products is bolt, screw,
nut, washer, Nylon and Metal Expansion Anchors,

30 containers to Russia , Brazil , Mexico , Chile ,
Poland , Germany ...ect
Any fasteners inquiry is welcome to us . Thank you
.

0754-88221246 13502964342
shirley@hs-screw.com.cn
https://www.hs-screw.com.cn/

0574-82646333

Screws

exp.manager@nbcavort.com
www.nbcavort.com

DONGGUAN WENLI PRECISION METAL.CO.,LTD

Yuyao Hongfeng Metal Co., Ltd.

Dongguan Wenli Precision Metal Co., Ltd.
specializes in manufacturing precision
screws, ordinary screws, special screws,
multi-stroke step screws of various
materials especially for auto-industry.

Yuyao Hongfeng Metal Co., Ltd. specializes in
manufacturing various types of stainless steel
fasteners such as self-drilling screw, machine
screw self-tapping screw, chipboard screw and
Deck Screw. We can process special parts as per
customers’ drawings and samples.

13728259458 / 18610926325
lwscrew@163.com / liutao@lwscrew.com
Website:www.lwscrew.com

86-574-62712703

Screws

Jiashan Rising Import & Export Co.,Ltd.

www.easternfast.com
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www.hongfeng.chinafastener.com

Screws

The business scope of KANGYING includes:
stainless steel fasteners, high-strength
fasteners, automotive parts, standard parts;
the wholesale of steel, stainless steel fasteners,
high-strength fasteners, auto motive parts,
standard parts

86-573- 84111957
www.rising.chinafastener.com

hongfeng.2011@aliyun.com

Zhejiang Kangying Hardware Technology Co.,Ltd.

Specializes in providing all kinds of screws,
expansion anchors, threaded rods, bolts, nuts,
washers, carbon steel and stainless steel
fasteners, hardware, tools and plastic products.
Products are exported to America, Europe, Middle
East, Southeast Asia, Africa, Russia and CIS
countries, access to foreign buyers alike, and
maintain long-term cooperation.

van@easternfast.com

Screws

86-13706830530

Screws

ky_hardware@163.com
kangying.chinafastener.com

Screws

Shanghai Kingpluse Industry Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Welfast Enterprise Co., Ltd.

professional manufacturer and exporter of
screws, bolts and nuts, as well as an exporter
of a wide range of industrial and constructive
fasteners. Main products are self-driling screws,

We are specialized in producing and exporti
ng fasteners according to the standards
of DIN, ANSI/ASME, ISO, BS, etc. Our prod
ucts are mainly Hexagon nuts, Flange nuts,
Coupler nuts, Nylon nuts, U-Bolts,and so on
.

products.

86-21-57733852
bacon@kp-industry.com
www.kingpluse.chinafastener.com

86-21-62442081

Screws

sales@welfast.com
www.Welfast.chinafastener.com

www.kp-industry.com

www.welfast.com

Zhejiang Ansheng Automobile Parts Co., Ltd.

Wenzhou Jinsheng Fastener Co., Ltd.

We mainly produce nylon insert lock nut, cap

The company always works faithfully,
professionally and people oriented to
increase the quality of products constantly
and create famous corporation. Products:
DIN985 DIN982 ANSI BSF NYLON LOCK
NUT, DIN1587 CAP NUT, DIN6923 etc.

sets, hydraulic parts, retaining nuts ,ferrule,
according to DIN ,ANSI,GB,JIS ,Standard and
other non-standard fasteners.

86-573-86857371
sales@zjansheng.com.cn
www.Pioneer.chinafastener.com

86+13758714736

Nuts

jsjgj@wzjinsheng.com ally@wzjinsheng.com
www.wzjinsheng.chinafastener.com

www.zjansheng.com.cn

www.wzjinsheng.com

Jiaxing Huahang Hardware Co.,Ltd.

JIAXING LIXIN FASTENERS CO.,LTD

Jiaxing Huahang Hardware Co.,Ltd is one
with many years of producing high-quality
fasteners, and many years of experience in
export business. We can provide you with
products according to GB, JIS, ANSI, DIN, BS,
ISO and other standard.

We are the professional manufacturer for kind of
nuts.Our main producuts are DIN980V/DIN6927/
DIN929/DIN928/DIN6923/DIN439/DIN936/
DIN557 etc.

86-573-82711656
jackie@hhhardware.cn
www.yuxiang.chinafastener.com

Nuts

Nuts

86-573-85583150

Nuts

lxfasteners@vip.163.com
www.zhapuNUT.chinafastener.com

Nuts

www.lxfasteners.com
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Hebei Hanwang Stainless Steel Products Co., Ltd

PINGHU KANGYUAN HARDWARE CO.LTD

Hebei Hanwang Stainless Steel Products Co.,
Ltd has a total investment of 1.3 billion, with
an annual output of 100,000 tons of high-end
fasteners (50,000 tons of fastener, 50,000 tons
of stainless steel), covers an area of 180,000
square meters.
We possesses domestic-advanced production
facilities with almost 200 sets of press equipments
and our company has introduced more than
60 new high-end bolt and nut machines, and a
variety of supporting machines.

Our company specializing in the production
and operation of various type of nuts, the main
six square nut, welding nut, plastic gasket., all
round nuts and various non-standard nuts and
customized various non-standard pieces, with a
big stock.

+86 18230208883

86-17858796896

zida@hbhwang.com

Nuts

www.jzhw-fastener.com

Shenzhen Langgu Precision Hardware Co., Ltd

Nuts

STARWDH INDUSTRIAL CO.,LTD supplies the best fastener product solutions
and quality fastener products,Our core products
cover ASME/ANSI, DIN, JIS, ISO, GB and other
standard products, relying on the company's strong
technical team, equipment, resource integration
capabilities. Products including: Bolts, Nuts, Machine
screws, Self tapping screws , Self drilling screws, Thread rod, Washers, Anchor
and other products. We welcome the customization of our products and have a
complete customized production system to meet the different needs of different
customers for fastener products.

protection iron, stainless steel, aluminum, copper.
2.Cold upsetting pressure riveting nut column:BSO,BSOS.
protection iron, stainless steel, aluminum, copper.

iron, stainless steel, aluminum, copper.

8613692138358
szlangu@126.com / sz_langu@163.com

www.kfastener.com

STARWDH INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD
RAYCHIN LIMITED

1.Cold upsetting riveting nut series: S, CLS, CLA, SP,

Wechat/Whatsapp:8613692138358

phky3@kfastener.com

86-0531 59532816

Self-clinching nuts/screws

export@newstarwdh.com; sales@starwdh.com
www.newstarwdh.com; www.starwdh.com

Nuts

http://87880v.chinafastenerinfo.net/

Handan Daoning Fastenes Manufacturing Co.,Ltd.

Uni-Protech Fasteners (Suzhou) Co., Ltd.

Our main products are bolts,screws,nuts,self
tapping screws,studs,washers,pins,rigging part

UNI-PROTECH WAS FOUND IN 1992, AND
ESTABLISH CHINA BRANCH IN 2010. WE
ARE SPECIALIZED IN CUSTOM DRAWING
FASTENERS, MINING FASTENERS, ALL
METAL LOCK FEATURE FASTENERS, ETC.

we provide black oxide, zinc electroplating Cr+3,
phosphate, hot dip galvanization, Dacromet
and other kinds. The products are produced in
conformity with DIN, ANSI, AS, BS, JIS, GB, ISO
or nonstandard.

OUR TESTING LAB IS ISO17025
CERTIFIED, AND WHOLE GROUP IS
ISO9001 CERTIFIED.

+8618731035721
heiyup@hotmail.com
www.dao-ning.com

86-512-68361603

Nuts

eli@mail.uni-protech.com.tw
www.UNI-PROTECH.chinafastener.com
www.uni-protech.com.tw
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Nuts

Shanghai Minmetals

BSC Corporation Ltd.

Our main productions are Cap screws & Hex
bolts ; Carriage bolts, Guardrail bolt ; Eye bolt,
eye screw ; Special bolts, non-standard bolts ;
Hexagon nuts ; Hexagon thin nuts ; Nylon Lock
nuts ; Square nuts ; Flange nuts ; Wing nuts ;
Flat washers ; Spring lock washers, etc.

Established in 2005, BSC Corporation Ltd. is a
reliable manufacturer and exporter of washers
and other fasteners, with two factories which
located in China's Jiangsu and Shandong, we
not only produce the washers, anchors and
stamping parts, also export other fasteners,
our products have been exported to more than
60 countries.

86-21-52292888-2878
fasteners@shminmetals.com
www.smmiec.chinafastener.com

86-21-54488960

Washers

export@bscmetal.com
www.bscmetal.chinafastener.com

www.shminmetals.com

www.bscmetal.com

SSF INDUSTRIAL CO., LIMITED

Jiashan Xueyu Metal Co., Ltd.

The factory specializes in washers and
stamping parts, with 9000m2 plant area,
monthly capacity 1500tons, annual sales
20million dollars.

Jiashan Xueyu Metal Co., Ltd. is a manufacturer
washers, with well-equipped testing
facilities and strong technical force. With a wide
range, good quality, reasonable prices and stylish
designs, we have exported our products to many
countries and regions all over the world.

13475717117
lilian@ssfwashers.com
www.ssfwashers.com

86-573-84869883

Washers

Js-vincent@foxmail.com
www.Xueyu.chinafastener.com

Yichang City Fastener Co.,Ltd.

Cargin Fasteners Co.,Ltd

Hengchang is leader factory of spring washer
and cotter pins in mid-china.it was built in 1966
and passed TS16949 at 2006.products service
to car and train industry well.The capacity is over
10000 tons.we are famouse with high quality and
good service.

Cargin Fastener Company is a manufacture of
circlips,washers,rings based on many standards.
With advanced machines and more than 20
year's experience, we provide our customers
high-quality product,DIY package,reasonable
price,on-time delivery and good service.Having
customers from all around the world, we are
here to wait for you.

86-717- 6913257
hcfasteners@vip.163.com
www.hengchang.chinafastener.com

Washers

Washers

+86 13906641106

Washer

asher@cargin.cn
www.cargin.cn

Rings
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Jiangxi Kaixu Automobile Fitting Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Fast-Fix Rivet Corp.

Jiangxi Kaixu Automobile Fitting Co., Ltd. Founded
in 2017(Original Ruian Kaili auto parts factory
which was founded in 1999). We specialize in
circlips, snap rings, washers, disc springs, parallel
keys, spring pins and so on. Standard and nonstandard parts.

Shanghai Fast-Fix Rivet Corp. is a Chinese
leader in Blind riveting systems. We have
two rivet factories We are ISO9001 and

86-794-7710888

86-21-58912860

info@cnkaixu.com
www.kaixu.chinafastener.com

Circlips Washers Rings Pins keys

exported to worldwide. We offer a
comprehensive line of blind rivet, including
open type blind rivets, closed-end rivet, multigrip rivet, tri-fold rivet, peel type, grooved, and
high strength structural rivets.

sales@rivet-china.com

www.cnkaixu.com

www.rivet-china.com

SRC Metal (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Sailuk Rivet Co., Ltd.

Established in 1983, SRC specializes in BLIND
RIVETS, BLIND RIVET NUTS, & RIVETING
TOOLS
facilities in mainland China, we can manufacture 6
billion blind rivets that meet DIN 7337, IFI and ISO
standards annually – production power that most
competitors simply can’t match. We also produce
up to 2 million high-quality riveters annually,
leaving no doubt that we can cover your largest,
most demanding orders. For more details, visit our
website today.

We are specializing in producing the best
quality rivet. Through good management
and rapid development, it has become one
of the leading rivet manufacturers in China.
We exported to over 30 different countries
all over the world and sold over 3 billion
pieces average annually.

86-21-57745555

86-757-86611136

srcmetal@srcrivet.com
www.srcrivet.chinafastener.com

Rivets & Self-clinching

sales@sailuk-rivet.com
www.Sailuk.chinafastener.com

Rivets & Self-clinching

Rivets & Self-clinching

www.srcrivet.com

www.sailuk-rivet.com

Jiangsu Washen Fastener Manufacture Co., Ltd.

Foshan City Guangqingchang Metal Plastic Co., Ltd

Now our annual producing capacity
reaches 1.8 billion PCS blind rivets,within
which 200 million PCS are the structural
rivets. Our engineers have more than
15 years of experience in fastening
industry,and can provide optimal solutions
for the customers.

Manufacturer of blind rivets: open end,
closed end, uni-grip, multi-grip, hemlok,

0086-512-65280456

+86 757 8661 0511

factory@world-rivet.com

Structural Rivets & Rivet Nuts

www.Washen.chinafastener.com

www.washen-rivet.com; www.world-rivet.com
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Production facilities:own laboratory,own
packing facilities

sales@qingchang.com.cn，jiaqi.guo@qingchang.com.cn
www.qingchang.com.cn

Rivets

Zhongshan City Chehan Hardware Products Co.,Ltd.

Dongguan Raisesun Precision Hardware Co., Ltd.

Zhongshan city chehan hardware products co., ltd.
Was established in 2002, the factory is located in
xiaolan town, zhongshan city, guangdong province.
Specializing in the production of various rivets and
fasteners, from Taiwan imports more than 40 rivets
and screws heading mechanical equipment, the
monthly production capacity of 200 tons.We have 20
years of strong professional development technology,
advanced imported production equipment and precision testing instruments, dedicated to
provide customers with quality products and excellent services.Our products are exported to
Asia, Africa, Europe, Oceania and North America.Welcome to contact and cooperate with us.

ZhengMao is a Professional sheet metal fastener
manufacturer, more than 10 years experience of
developing and producing sheet metal fastener
by forging technic. Focus on self-clinching and
welding fastener, building full range stock for selfclinching nut , standoff , studs, pilot...etc series. ISO

86-86-760-22284520

86-158 1772 4083

Rivets & Self-clinching
fastener

chehan_zsb@21cn.net
www.chfastener.chinafastener.com

ISO/TS16949 to better quality requirements. Optical
and visial sorting process to double guarantee product
consistently. If you are looking for good quanlity and
short lead time supplier of sheet metal fastener, we
are the best choice for you.

Self-clinching nut
Standoff and studs

Raisesunmetalqin@163.com
www.zhengmao.chinafastener.com

www.chfastener.com We chat/Whats app/Telegram:+86-13809682476

Ningbo Zhenhai Huazhi High Intensity Fastener
Manufacture Co., Ltd.

Ningbo Zhenhai Huazhi High Intensity Fastener
Manufacture Co, Ltd. of Ningbo City specializes
in producing the high strength bolt for space
grid structures. And the products can be applied

Beijing Jinzhaobo High Strength Fastener Co., Ltd.

Beijing Jinzhaobo High Strength Fastener Co., Ltd,
established in 2000, is an industrial company with
large-scale production of high-strength fasteners
in Beijing. The products are widely used in various
types of steel industrial buildings.

road, and bridge and so on.

86-574-86533818

15130012227

debbyxue@163.com

High Strength Fastener

www.Huazhi.chinafastener.com

info@jzbolts.com

High Strength Fastener

www.goodbolts.chinafastener.com

www.cnhuazhi.com

www.goodbolts.com

Wuxi Ingks Metal Parts Co.,Ltd

Dongtai QB Stainless Steel Co., Ltd.

Wuxi Ingks is a professional manufacturer
of stainless steel fasteners for more than
10 years. We provide stainless steel
pins,stainless steel screws, stainless
steel bolts, stainless steel nuts, stainless
steel washers and customized hardware.
Our product technique contains following
process: cold forging, hot forging, pressing,
die casting, welding and CNC machining.

Dongtai QB Fasteners Factory (Dongtai
Qindong High Strength Standard Factory)
was founded in 1976, dedicated to the
manufacture of stainless steel fasteners.
It can produce all kinds of high quality
products such as bolts, nuts, screws, drawn
wire and other off-standard fasteners.

86-177-06190008

+86 515 85520679

export@ingksmetalparts.com
www.stainless-steel-fastener.com/

Stainless Steel Fastener

DAVY@QBFASTENER.COM
www.QB.chinafastener.com

Stainless Steel Fastener

www.qbfastener.com
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Dongguan Yuet Chung Metalware Manufacturing Limited

Jiaxing Sunrise Import & Export Co.Ltd.

Over 50 years of experience in stamping
forming non-standard parts with good
quality, reasonable price and responsibility.

JiaXing Sunrise Import&Export Co.,Ltd is a
professional fastener supplier in china .
In 2011, we established the factory in jiashan .
Up to now we set up the trade company .
Strict production procedure and quality
controlling are carried out in per product
batch by our well-equipped laboratory to make
can be delivered to our customers.

852-27562811

86-573- 84893440

service@yuet-chung.com.hk

Non-Standard Parts

www.yuet-chung.com.hk

admin@hxsunrise.com
www.sunrisefastener.chinafastener.com

NonStandard Fastener

Dongguan Sanhewlett Metal Products Co.,Ltd.

Stead Fast Industrial Co., Ltd

Dongguan SanHeWlett metal products Co.,Ltd
is a manufacturer founded in 1989 in TaiWan
which specialized in non-standard screw, nuts
and lathing parts with advanced machines and
technologies and rich experience. We focus on
providing best service, high quality, reasonable
price and on-time delivery. We passed the
IATF 16949,ISO9001 and ISO1400 Advanced
manufacturing equipment, and strictly quality
management ensure you the good quality.

STEAD FAST is located in
Taiwan and manufactures of standard and
special fasteners for more than 30 years.
With the state-of-the-art technology,continuing
innovation and quality system.

86-769-83518248

jennie@steadfast.com.tw

Business@sanhewlett.com.cn
www.sanhewlett.chinafastener.com

Non Standard Fastener

IATF 16949.
Customer satisfaction of product, quality, price
and service is always our main concern. We
have focused on it for over 30 years.

+886-76331858-9

Special Fastener

www.steadfast-tw.com

DongGuan YiWen Machinery Co.ltd

Shanghai Juhong Industrial Co., Ltd

Yiwen company has been established for 20
years, is a professional R&D, design, production,
sales and service in the integration of brand
screw machinery company to produce high
precision, high speed, high performance costeffective products for the business philosophy.
Professional manufacture:3D6B,4D8B for Multistaion screw riveting machine and High speed
thread rolling machine

Shanghai Juhong is a company with a
modern industrial chain and management
model, is a leading manufacturer and
marketer of bits, impact bits, socket bits,
hexagon wrench， magnetic nut drivers
and relative tool sets.

86-769-83124939; 86-13825764899

0086-13321985721

jindaluosi@163.com
www.jd2003.cn

Cold Heading Equipment

shanghaijuhong@163.com
www.juhong.chinafastener.com/
gfx118.luosi.com
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Toolings and Consumables

Haiyan Supplier Index

What is CAS?
Supplier are competitive
Chinese fastener supplier
with good reputation

Bolts

P142-P143

Studs

P143-P143

Threaded Rod

P143-P143

Screws

P144-P146

Nuts

P146-P148

Rivets nuts / screws

P148-P148

Non Standard Fastener

P148-P148

and has gotten through
strict auditing from www.
chinafastener.com

Advantages of
CAS Members
Experienced in fastener
industry
Focusing on fastener
export market
With hight-quality products
Trustworthiness and
Reputation

Scan QR code,Find them all on
www.ChinaFastener.com
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Haiyan julong standard part co.,Ltd

Jiaxing Aoke Hardware Technology Co., Ltd

Haiyan Julong Standard Parts Co.,Ltd.is a
specialized manufacturer of high-strength
fasteners with superior geographical location.
Our products consist of DIN (German system),
BS (British system), ANS1 (American system),
GB (international system) and hundreds of
varieties of non-standard parts. Our main products
are m5-16 (1 / 4-5 / 8) bolts with length 10-

We are Jiaxing AOKE, a professional
manufacturer in Jiaxing China,
specialized in all kinds of Anchors over
30 years, such as Sleeve Anchor,
Drop In Anchor, Heavy Duty Anchor,
Wedge Anchor, Chemical Anchor,
Ceiling Wall Anchor, etc.

T-bolts, square head bolts, carriage bolts and nonstandard bolts.

86 13505735253
tilda@hylongteng.com
www.hyjulong.com.cn

86-573-83601567

Bolts

info@aoketrade.com
www.aoketrade.com

HAIYAN YINGJIE FASTENER CO.,LTD

Qifeng Precision Industry SCI-tech Corp.

The factory is specializing in producing kinds of
U-bolt, L-bolt and threaded rods of DIN, ANSI, BSW,
UNI and ISO standards,AND non-standard fasteners
are slso our main products.the capacity is about 500
tons per month..

Qifeng is the manufacturer of the fastener.
We can produce the standard and nonstandard fastener .For example the bolt,nut
and washer and high speed railway sleeper
screw .Our product are used in the the
construction industry, high speed railway
industry and aerospace.

13616832202

86-573-86851456

shengqinchao@hotmail.com
www.din976.com

Bolts

Jack@qfwj.com
www.qfwj.com

Jiaxing Sini Fastener Co.,Ltd.

Jiaxing Dinno Trading Co.,Ltd.

Located in jiaxing city, Close to shanghai.
Since 2004, Jiaxing Sini Fastener Co.,ltd,
is a Standard and customized Fasteners
Exporter.It has been providing bolts and
customized stamping parts to a wide range
of industries throughout North America,
South America , Europe and the Middle
East.

we have our own factory called haiyan wancheng
fasteners co., ltd, established in 1993, covering
3511 of land area, with 50 employees, 5
professional quality control staff and professional
technicians. we are specialized in producing
standard fasteners(din,ansi, bs,gb,jis,iso and etc.)
special fasteners according to drawings,
furniture fasteners, anchor bolts, pins and rivets

www.sinifastener.com
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Bolts

86-13626760735

0573-86121535
sale@sinifastener.com

Bolts

Bolts

saleshywc@126.com
www.wcscrews.com

Bolts

Jiaxing Shenglong Hardware Technology Co., Ltd.

Haiyan Guangda Hardware Co., Ltd.

Our company is a professional manufacturer
in fastener, main products include
AS(grade2, 5 and 8),DIN(grade 4.8,8.8 and
10.9) various sizes of hexagon bolt, carriage
bolt, square bolt and non-standard bolt, also
screw, nut and washer. Our products are
widely be used in furniture, construction and
auto industry.The annual production capacity
can reach 10,000tons. We passed ISO9001

The company established in 1992, covering an
area of 11,100square meters, with 24 forging
machines and 24 threading machines, mainly
square head bolts, and non-standard bolts
as required, assured with ISO 9001 and CE

86-13819069196
helending@jxslwjkj.com
www.jxslwjkj.com

0573-86408016

Bolts

Guangda05@hygdbzj.com
www.hygdbzj.com

Brother Fasteners Co.Ltd.

Haiyan Juxing trading co., Ltd

We are the biggest rods manufacturing in south
part of China, specialized on rods from 1993. Group
chairman GU WEI PING. Group leading product
is different levels and different surface treatment
of thread rod. We start produce from raw material
to surface treatment and we are supp;ier to China
the Olympic bird's nest for thread rods. And our
products used in Oil and tubes,Wind power energy,
construction and heat exchanger machine.

We are specialized in producing threaded
rod, also sells Nuts, Washers, Bolts, Drywall
Screws, Anchor and so on, including DIN,
ISO, GB and ASME, BS, JIS. Main grades of
carbon steel :4.8, 5.8, 6.8, 8.8, 10.9, 12.9, the
main material is stainless steel SS201, SS304,
SS316 and so on.

86-13819372200; 86-573-86801168
sales@brothergroups.com
www.jxbrother.chinafastener.com

Bolts

15167340300

Studs

jl@hyjulong.net
www.all-threadrod.com

Threaded rod

www.brotherfasteners.com

Haiyan LongSheng Hardware Co.,Ltd

Jiaxing Excellent Fastener Co.,Ltd

Our main product are threaded rod,
U bolt,L bolt and stud bolt,etc.
CI.4.8, 8.8 ,10.9
Size are from M3 - M80
Length is from 20 - 4000mm

JIAXING EXCELLENT FASTENER CO.,LTD
is a special manufacturer of producing
sorts of fasteners and metal products. We
can produce thread rods, U bolts,Hookbolts other fasteners with carbon steel and
stainless steel. Our products could been

0573-86087032
daisy@lshardware.cn
www.jxlshardware.com

86-13606836509

Threaded rod

Sales2@jxexc.com
www.jxexc.com

Threaded Rods
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Haiyan Wanrui Standard Part Co.,Ltd

HAIYAN QINXIAO HARDWARE COMPANY CO.,LTD

Manufacturer and Exporter
Professional threaded rods,acme
threaded rods,steel chipboard
screws,stainiess steel chipboard
screws hardwood/decking screws,
construction wood screws, type 17
screws for Australian Markets

Main Products:Hex Bolts Anchor Bolts Rods Hex
Nuts, Chipboard Screws, Dry Wall Screws.
Main Markets:Western Europe,Eastern Europe,
Eastern Asia,Mid East,Africa,Australia

86-573-86186118
sale02@chinawanrui.com
www.chinawanrui.com

THREADED RODS
STEEL CHIPBOARD SCREWS
SELF TAPPING SCREWS

86-18605830995
zhanglingxiao@qx-fastener.com
www.qinxiao.chinafastener.com

Haiyan Hengye Fastener Co., Ltd.

ZDI SUPPLIES (HAIYAN) CO., LTD

Established in 2000, Hengye is a factory
specialized in manufacturing DIN571

Jiaxing Zhongda Import & Export Co., Ltd
is one of Zhongda United Holding Group’s
subsidiaries. We can supply kinds of screws,
bolts, nuts, thread rods. Due to company' s
future plan, our fastener business is operating
under the name "ZDI SUPPLIES (HAIYAN)
CO., LTD" from 2020.09.

monthly capacity can reach 1,000 tons. On
the basis of competitive prices, high quality
products & best services, Hengye hopes
to have chances to start relationship with
European customers.

86-573-86408083
michelle_ykx@163.com
https://www.hywoodscrews.com/

Screws

0573 8677 0313

Screws

alex@zhongdasteel.com
http://www.ZDI.chinafastener.com/

Jiaxing Sharejoy Import&Export Co.,Ltd

Zhejiang Excellent Industries Co.,Ltd

Jiaxing Sharejoy Metal supply drywall screws,
chipboard screws, self-tapping screws, self-drilling
screws as well as other bolts, nuts, thread rod and
stamping parts. We also can provide full range
of DIY assortment and professional packaging
design solution for retailer display purpose. With

Zhejiang Excellent Industries Co., Ltd. focus
on the Household fastener production and we
supply the Fortune Global 500 retail supermarkets
22 years,We have world leading devices for
screws,plastic products. Stamping products and
blisters,as well as the Automatic packing machine
and the packaging lines.

Screws

trustworthy partner and we are eager to hearing
from you!

+ 86 182 6732 7373
angel@sharejoymetal.com
www.sharejoymetal.com

(86-573)89052850

Screws

sales@excellenthardware.com
helena@excellenthardware.com
www.excellenthardware.com
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Screws

Haiyan Booming Fastener Co., Ltd

Zhejiang New Shengda Fastener Co.,Ltd

A professional manufacturer & exporter for
Machine Screw and Thread Forming Screw of
DIN and IFI stardard with more than 30 years
experience.

ZHEJIANG NEW SHENGDA
FASTENER CO.,LTD specializes
in manufacturing and customizing
a variety of high-strength carbon
and stainless steel self-drilling
screws,self-tapping screws,machine
screws, drywall screws,chipboard
screws, furniture screws, nonstandard screws and other products.

0573-86125138 15958338372
boomingzm@hotmail.com
www.boomingzm.com

86-0573-86405771; 13857322990

Screws

sales@shengdanew.com
www.shengdanew.com

Zhejiang MS technology co.,ltd.

Haiyan Ehons Industrial Co.,ltd

We are manufactory for fasteners
more than 30 years. We are good
at the special fasteners, garage
door hardware ,rivet and so on.
Most of our producets is export to
America,Germany,Italy , Canada and
so on.Our capacity is about 300tons
per month,we can produce the
fastener from M3-M20.

EHONS is a professional fastener and screw
manufacturer. The company has strong technical
force and perfect quality testing equipment. We
regard quality as the foundation of the enterprise,
and have established a set of quality control and
inspection system in line with international standards.

86-573-86082323
fanny@chn-ms.com
www.msscrew.com

0573 86083888 ; +86 18694500393

Screws

Serena@ehons.cn
www.ehons.cn

Haiyan Youxin Fastener Co.,Ltd.

HAIYAN XIAOTENG TRADING CO.,LTD

Haiyan Youxin Fastener Co., Ltd. established in
2010, is a professional large-scale manufacturer
of all types of verious fasteners, integrating
development and production together. Our
main products include screws,bolts, nuts,
washers,threaded rod, anchors etc. Our
company is Located in fastener base Haiyan
county, we enjoy convenient water, land and
air transportation.

HAIYAN XIAOTENG TRADING CO., LTD. is a
manufacturing & trading company of fasteners,
with many years of experience of exporting high
quality products. Main products: tapping screw,
chipboard screw, drilling screw, drywall screw,
machine screw and nonstandard screws. Also
can supply other fasteners.

86-13511396760
jack@fascrewt.com
www.fascrewt.com

Screws

Screws

86-15157417985

Screws

carrie.t@hyxiaoteng.com
www.hyxiaoteng.com

Screws
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Haiyan Chunhai Fastener Co., Ltd.

JIAXING SUPERFIX METAL CO.,LTD.

Haiyan Chunhai Fastener Co.,Ltd is a
professional screws manufacturer and supplier
in China. We produce screws for self-drilling,
drywall, chipboard, tapping, concrete, machine
and special-use. Since our establishment in
2007,we've maintained a commitment to cutting
-edge manufacturing innovation and
uncompromising product quality.

SuperFix consists of a variety of highend screws and metal stamping including
for Indoor, Windows , Timber, Drywall,
Gypsum board, Woodworking, Pole Gripper,
Furniture, Accessories; Outdoor, Concrete,
Decking and Cement Board.

86-13615736385

86-18268411663

info@chunhaifasteners.com

Screws

www.chunhaifasteners.com

info@drillingscrews.com

Haiyan haoxin electronic technology co.,ltd.

Haiyan Jin zhu Science Co. Ltd

Our company is located in Haiyan county,Jiaxing,
Zhejiang province. two hours drive from shanghai.
Our company have 12 years of experience in this
industry .Honest managemet is our company
philosophy ,and we hope to cooperate more in
the future.

Specialized Manufacturer of Fastener Nuts
Since 2003. Main Products: hex full nuts,

86-15988307600
maria518@aliyun.com
www.haoxin.chinafastener.com

nuts, hex heavy nuts, prevailing torque lock
nuts, guardrail nuts, round nuts, high nuts,
and also other custom nuts.

Tapping Screws
Wood Screws

86-15726815710, 86-0573-86122398
info@jinzhufastenernuts.com
jinzhufastenernuts.com/

Zhejiang Hystron Auto Parts Co.,Ltd

Haiyan Jindu Hardware Co., Ltd.

HYSTRON is a professional designer
and manufacturer of Standard Nuts
like DIN929,DIN928,DIN6923,DIN934,
DIN985.Also make Customized Nuts.
we have monthly 500tons capacity and
advanced production equipment. Trust

The factory mainly produces carbon steel

www.hystron.com
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Nuts

hex nuts,thin nuts,nylon nuts,four claws
nuts,weld nuts,wheel nuts, etc.Standards
involved ISO,DIN,ANSI/ASME,BS,
UNI,JIS,AS and GB,etc.annual output is
10,000 tons.

86-573-86170668
chenzhen@hystron.com

Screws

+86-15957354289; +86-573-86975838

Nuts

sales@jinduhardware.com
www.jinduhardware.com

Nuts

ZHEJIANG LEADER FASTENER CO.,LTD.

HAIYAN RUIXIN FASTENERS CO.LTD.

Zhejiang Leader Fastener Co.,Ltd.is a
professional fasteners manufacturer,
distributor.Our main products include all
kinds of nuts used in automobile industry,
Deutch Industrial Norm (DIN),
American Standard (ANSI), Britain Standard
(BS) and Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS),
etc. We could also produce non-standard
items and special fasteners according to
your requirements.

RUIXIN is a hex nuts producer, Our factory is
specialized in producing standard fasteners, such
as DIN934/DIN933,
Every year we export 5000 tons kinds of
bolts&nuts, such as DIN934, ISO4032, ANSI
B18.2.2 hex nuts. Our products are very popular
in East Asia Market and Europe Market.

86-13757356800
even@leader-fastener.com
www.109901.chinafastener.com

18694500800

Nuts

Nuts

Zhejiang Ronnie Precision Machine Co.,Ltd.

Haiyan Brother United Fastener Co., Ltd.

Founded in1st,Mar,2002 with registered
capital US$7.46 million The factory is
specialized in insert thread nuts/bolts/
stampings and other metal parts by
Turning/CNC/Punch/Cold forging process.
The capacity is about 400 million pcs per
month.

Our company is specialized in
manufacturing and exporting all kinds of
fasteners including hex nuts, bolts, thread
rods and washers etc. Our target is doing
whatever we can do to meet different
cusiomers’ needs. Our products are
according with standards of DIN, ANSI, BS
and ISO.

18257399988
yw01@ronnie.com.cn
http://www.ronnie.com.cn

0573-86035755

Nuts

Zhejiang Howls Auto Parts Co.,Ltd.

Nuts

Haiyan Zhaofeng Fasteners Co., Ltd. is an
enterprise specializing in the production of nuts,
Nut production introduced technical staff, With
over 20 years of experience in nut processing,
With 40 production facilities nut (set). The
introduction of the latest 24 sets of Taiwan nut
processing automatic production lines, The
technology level of international leadership
department.
Stable and reliable product quality, The current production din, ansi, gb, iso, bs

nut, cap nut, nylon insert lock nut ,welded nut,
etc. according to DIN, JIS, ANSI, BS standard
and non-standard as well. Besides our own
factories, we also have established a stable
supplier chain composed of many good
suppliers to service more customers for more
than 10 years.

.

86-13567784145
www.wzhowl.com

www.brotherfastener.com

Haiyan Zhaofeng Fasteners Co., Ltd.

Zhejiang Howls Auto Parts Co., Ltd specialize
in manufacturing and exporting fasteners since
2009. We are able to supply a wide range of

alex@wzhowl.com

admin@brotherfastener.com

86-18057367878

Nuts

kellenhoo@hynut.com
www.zfastener.com

Nuts
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Zhejiang HMSTRUT Seiko Co.,Ltd

Zhejiang FangQuan Automative Fasteners Co.,Ltd

ZheJiang HMSTRUT Seiko Co.,Ltd was
founded in 2002, which is located in HAIYAN
county. Covering an area of 27000 square
meters, we have over 200 employees,
including 16 engineers, 46 managers. Also
we established the North America Service
Center in Canada.
Aiming to be the industry leader in installation
systems.

Fangquan, as one of the largest
manufacturer of rivet nuts ,We have
top-ranking production technology,
advanced equipment and great selfdesign ability. We have variety kinds of
rivet nuts: cylinder, hexagon,open end,
closed end, carbon steel, stainless
steel , aluminum,etc.

+86-0573-86981999

+86-573-82869603

E-sales@hmstrut.com

Nuts

www.hmstrut.com

Markc@ylbzj.com
www.ylbzj.com

Jiaxing Hongsteel Trading Co., Ltd.

HuaXing Standard Part Mold Co.,Ltd.

ONE-STOP-SHOP
Our advantages are SPECIAL and PER CUSTOMER'S PRINT PARTS.

HUAXING was founded in 1988. We
initially provided molds for the nut
industry. After 30 years of continuous
research and development,we have
accumulated rich experience and
committed to constant technological
innovation through close contact with
customers.

* ALL FASTENERS & FIXINGS
(BOLTS, NUTS, WASHER, PIN, STUD,
HOUSE CLAMP...ETC.)
* CASTING (FOUNDRY) parts
* STAMPING parts
* HOT FORGE parts
* RUBBER parts
* PLASTIC parts.

86-573-86129619
sales@hongsteel.cn
www.Hongsteel.chinafastener.com

86-778-2516355

Non Standard Fastener

Haiyan Boying Metal Products Co.,Ltd.

Haiyan Boying Metal Product Co, Ltd. is a
ISO9001:2015 approved factory founded
in 2003.In the last 18 years, we mainly
manufacture metal stamping and
machining parts and exported to all over
the world. Our main overseas markets
are North and South America, middle
east ,European countries and Asia.

86-15157468105
candy@cn-boying.com
www.cn-boying.com
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Rivet Nuts

Clamps

zhuweilbus@outlook.com
www.huaxing.chinafastener.com

Molds
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NINGBO DEXIN FASTENER CO.,LTD
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